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incoming mail by TDCJ.
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Dallas-based nonprofit now clothing

When they attend their first meeting with parole officers,
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possibly fitting into a new workplace. As residents 
prepare for release from the Texas Department

and grateful.
“That is real humbling and gratifying for me, to give back and be a positive
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One Man's 
Treasure
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cared. In that kind of setting a lot of people don’t, and he’s one of the ones that 
cared. He really put his heart and soul and a whole lot of effort into [teaching].” 

Knowing the difference between a job and a career is one of the many things 
Harrell learned in his WSD education. Along with setting and obtaining goals, 
a career offers professional fulfillment and provides for family.

For Harrell, his career must also entice him with day-to-day variety. Working
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through, I put them through so much more. So, for them to see me being 
successful and having a career and being sober, a good influence and a force for 
good in the world — they’re just at peace.” ★

into effect March 1. An exact 
date for changes to account 
deposit processes to begin is that in 2019, offenders in 
not yet available. Davis said TDCJ received more than 7.5 

million pieces of mail, and 
3,500 

letters per month have an 
uninspectable or suspicious
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A rrested at age 23, Chris Harrell believed himself to be the family | 
disappointment and burden. Harrell filled his teenage years and early | 

X W noswithshenanigansanddisruptivebehaviorsthateventuallyledtohis I 
JL. Jk. imprisonment within Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ). | 

Even though Harrell already had a high school diploma when he entered 
TDCJ. he wanted to get involved with Windham School District (WSD).

“I was actually looking forward to it. I was hoping I was going to get sent to a | 
unit that had some kind of vocational training,” he said. “As soon as I got to the g 
unit, I started sending request forms out to be put on the waiting list. I wranted I 
to take every one of them that I could,” Harrell said.

Although policy wouldn’t allow Harrell to take all the vocational courses
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or suspicious, 
unidentifiable substance. 
The TDCJ website states

Photo courtesy ol TDCJ Media Service^

RPD supporting 
successful secondary 

education at units
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Harrell uses HVAC class 
at Lewis Unit to set course 
for his professional success

Reprintedfrom Windham School District’s 
Annual Performance Report. School Year 2017-2018
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Help Wanted Pg. 6
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Bulletin Board Pg. 10 items: a simple pair of pants and shirt, $50 and a bus ticket.“rt5...... .................   pU - ■■ ■ ' ■ - ...................

|F"B "^he Texas Department 
of Criminal Justice 
(TDCJ) hosted 
its Houston-area 

Public Awareness Corrections 
Today (PACT) conference in 
late January7 and discussed

’Adil allow7 for better detection 
and confiscation of drugs and substance.
other forms of contraband. Types of paper for incoming

j will be 
restricted in new regulations, 
and “plain white paper” will

Correctional like an unpaid debt can easily for those writing to loved ones 
in TDCJ. Colored paper and 
manufactured greeting cards 
are two examples of items 

I as

message after he reestablished himself in h.s community. “I just wanted to let “i learned quickly, and I was willing to do anything they threw at me ” he said 
J! aCtUJUI 5railing- “Eventually. they put me in charge of the install crew, and it’s beenx _ _ great ever sjnce ”

Harrell’s advice to those currently incarcerated includes “taking the chip off 
your shoulders, being willing to take instructions and learning from mistakes.”

Today, five years after his release, Harrell diligently works a steady job near 
  J hometcwn and brings home more than $50,000 a year. When asked about

as a lead installer and service technician for a heating and air conditioning Parents reaction to his full turn around in life, Harrell said they are ecstatic 
company in East Texas achieves this goal. anc^ grateful.

“Every day is different. I’m not stuck behind a desk in an office, which some “That is real humbling and gratifying for me, to give back and be a positive 
people, they like that. It helps them be organized, and I’m just not a paperwork aspect of their lives again,” Harrell explained. “After everything I put myself 
kind cf guy,” Harrell chuckled. “I love working with my hands.”

Lack of monotony and diversity are important to Harrell in his work. He also 
enjoys the responsibility of his position.
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former residents with hope, confidence
John Walter Flagg, ECHO Staff

aring about one’s appearance is a way of expressing they are given another $50. If a man served the entirety of 
personally, projecting confidence tc the world and his sentence, he receives the full $100, in addition to used 

clothing and the bus ticket, but do clothes really make the 
man? The answer lies with recipients of One Man’s Treasure, 

. . a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations and ministry based in
c the return to family and Dallas that delivers clothes to former male residents of the 

Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ). These men 
are trying to reenter society and appropriate, well-fitting 
clothing improves their chances for success.

ONE MAN’S TREASURE continued on pg.11 >
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J * of,c“ Justice (TDCJ)’ obtaining suitable “sfor

Th L Up: .8' . Job interviews, new careers am 
community can be a challenge.

Upon release, former TDCJ residents are given four

According to the TDCJ correspondence 
’ , contraband in 

prison “becomes alternative 
currency, and simple issues become the paper of choice

William Hill, ECHO Staff

uccess is all about time tc be in prison, the 
rehabilitation,” offenders of today’s TDCJ have 

. said Dr. M. Rut- access to a myriad of programs 
ledge, deputy designed to promote successful 

director of Operations and Ev- reintegration into society. The 
idence-Based Practices - Re- task of coordinating these 
habiliiation Programs Division programs among various units 
(RPD) for the Texas Department with the offenders who need or 
of Criminal Justice (TDCJ). “It desire to participate has been 
is not about what you have done undertaken by a dedica ted team 
in the past. It is about what you of case managers and counselors 
can do now; and that is the key. employed in the RPD. The 
Incarceration should just be division’s stated mission 
a chapter in a person’s life, it is to develop and provide 
should not be a period. Rehabili- evidence-based rehabilitative 
tation allows a person to live not programming that facilitates 
only a new chapter, but also new positive change in the lives of 
chapters in their life so that they TDCJ offenders.
can move fonvard.”

While there is never a good
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introduces 
Precaution 
[SPDs) and changes how7 
incarcerated individuals 
receive money in their 
inmate trust fund account.
Mail regulation revisions, received on TDCJ units each 
 canine and personal search day containing some form 

se/eral key policy changes procedures, and new SPDs go of foreign 
affecting offenders within the 
agency. These changes to the 
contraband policy are called 
“Inspect 2 Project” and are 
designed to promote the safety revisions to these policies are 
of anyone who spends time not meant to be punitive to the that approximately

“I’m trusted. We work business hours Monday through Friday while everyone 
offered, he earned several industry certifications including one in Heating, ^se works too,” he explained. T work in people’s homes. People trust me, and 
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) with WSD instructor Ted Watts. a’s given me the opportunity to make the best of a new start.”
Harrell said Watts was different than most other teachers and made a significant Harrell went to work soon after his release in 2014. However, it wasn’t until
impact on Harrell’s vocational education. 2016 that he began his current career, which fulfills his professional goals and

Harrell even tried to track down Watts at the Lewis Unit to give him a special allows him to provide for his family.
message after he reestablished himself in his community. “I just wanted to let «i iearned quickly, and I was willing to do anything they threw at me,” he said,
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inside a penal facility, including -ncarcerated population but 
offenders, visiters, volunteers 
and correctional staff.

“All of these changes are 
coming about because we 
have to do more to combat website, 
the contraband problem,” 
said Lorie Davis, director 
of TDCJ’s ( 
Institution Division (CID), lead to threats, extortion 
Davis addressed PACT and even physical assault, 
participants and discussed When contraband involves 
the changes with The synthetic drugs like K2, it that will not be accented 
ECHO. “We owe it to the takes only one small dose for 
offenders, their families and the user to suffer seizures, 
TDCJ staff to do all we can permanent disability and, in

Implementation begins March 1 
Inspect 2 Protect: Rule 
changes affect offender 

mail, visitation,accounts
to make the facilities better some cases, death.... In 2019 
and safer for everyone.” there were approximately 

Inspect 2 Protect includes 2,300 incidents of marijuana, 
new regulations for offender illegal drugs, and/or K2 
mail, revises canine and reported at facilities system 

| personal search procedures, wide” (https://www.tdcj. 
new Security texas.gov/news/inspect_2_ 

Designators protect.html).
Offender mail
Revisions to the mail policy 

are due to the overwhelming 
amount of incoming mail
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Jennifer Toon. ECHO Contributor Released

their childish antics.Bra
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To the Editor,
Between February' 2000 and March 

2001, The ECHO published an article

said, “I hope you’re the Joe Smith from 
Conroe that I knew long ago.” She went 
on to talk about how she thought about 
me all the time, and how things have 
been good since we last saw each oth
er. Darb, I don’t have a clue who this 
woman is! 1 wrote back and introduced

are good women out there, and they de
serve good men.

you understand this, my friend. I don’t 
want you to spend your whole life expect
ing boys to be men. Keep setting a strong 
example of how to "man up!”

i

T

Dear Darby,
I’m usually on the giving end of ad

vice.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
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To the Editor,

I’m from the old school, so 1 found it 
hard to believe that someone could tell 
me how or whaz to think, which is why 
I refused to attend Windham's Cognitive 
Intervention class. Then one day I over
heard someone tell someone else that they 
had a “screwed up belief window” and I 
just had to ask them what they meant by

we ’ll pick the ones

Stable life is a state ot mind
p l'‘

L _ _
i

sor, and he is wearing white!

’ Sincerely,
Garron P. Davis 
Telford Unit
Dear G,

Suffering from the shaky-spoon blues, 
huh? I know that 1 look like I ve had more 
than my fair share of Rocky Road pints, 
bull swear that some folks on the serving

To the Editor, (Outside Looking In
Kudos to the author of “I Am Stupid *■ • •

Dog.” I read a lot and have written a lit- | 
tie, also. That short story was one of the 
finest ever. 1 hope the author recognizes 
her God-given talent and continues to
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her.
I don’t get it. Women say they are 

am, a 
perfectly good man, but 1 can’t get them 
past the first stumbling block of me be- 

. ing in prison. What gives? I told her the 
truth - doesn’t that matter?
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Dear Darby,
People inside TDCJ keep talking 

about “the man" messing us over, but 
it’s often other incarcerated individu
als doing the dirty work. Sometimes
they shake the spoon on us so bad you down to TDC those many years ago. 
would think they were feeding toddlers. We seem to have photographic proof of 
The milk or juice may be watered dow n Santa visiting a unit, though, so there s 
because someone is trying to hustle a a kernel of truth to it. Checkout the pic- 
couple of soups. The sandwiches seem ture below and decide for yourself! Al
to have just a smear of filling, instead of though Christmas has come and gone.

1■■
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Dear Darby,
I’ve got a bone to pick with y’all. I'm a 

unit reporter and 1 constantly send pictures myself, but I haven t heard a word from 
to The ECHO but you never print them!
What's die deal?! Do you have a problem 
with my unit9 With my reporting? Help looking for good men, and here I 
me, Darby -1 want to represent!

An Anonymous Reporter 
On an Anonymous Unit
Dear Anon,

Okay, we made you anonymous because 
we received several complaints from dif
ferent units. We really don't have a prob
lem with you or your unit. Here’s the deal, 
though - we couldn t use what you sent 
because of one of the following reasons:

No media release was sent.

• The media release was incomplete.

• There were more people in the pho
to than were in the media release.

• The printed names and/or numbers \ ceptions, but not
were illegible. lonely guys on

• The photo was too dark/blurry/' 
grainy or otherwise unusable.

• The photo was too old by the time
you got it to us. 0Uft yOU 've gOt a iot to offer the woman

We WANT to use photos sent to us. We who’s been waiting to meet you! There 
want you to represent! Here's how to in
crease the likelihood of your unit’s pho
tos being used:

• Fill out the media release with:

Info about the event.

PRINTED names and numbers.

A name for each person in the 
photo (there can be more names 
than people in the photo, hut not 
more people than names.)

A signature for each name.

Two witness signatures.

• As far as the actual photos:

o

I agree with your belief that its not I 
the man keeping us down. Most times, I
zts just us. When other incacerated J 
individuals get out of their comfort zone 
and start thinking about their neighbors 

"ice, but not today. Darb, fneed a little <™d not just themselves, we all have a 
advice. A few weeks ago, I received a higher quality of life. In the meantime. 
letter from a woman I didn't know. She don t let small minds get you down with

Have the photographer take mul- the amount. 1 have seen the oppres- the™ always hope for the next jolly
tiplephotos we 11 pick the ones sor^ js wearing white! holiday season!
we like.

Have the photographer use the 
highest resolution possible.

Have your sponsor or unit s prin
cipal send digital files of your 
photos and media releases (as 
scanned PDFs) to Ms. Kiser at 
Bambi.Kiser@wsdtx.org.

If you follow these tips, we re more like- mus( / neej f0 pe on a 
ly to publish your unit’s photos. Now hop 
to it and send us some stuff we can use!

well mannered and helpful. We are more. I reminded her of those times 
usually paired together, and 1 look when we had to make 30 bucks last a 
forward to those shifts. We inspire month at commissary. We spent whole 
a lot of laughter in those around us, days working on our lists to determine 

how much to budget for the essentials 
and how much for the fun stuff. 1 be-

Dear Darby,

I just wanted to ask, why do people 
come to prison and never find them
selves? They come here and play games 
all day. I have three little boys and I’m 
sure other men in prison have kids. If we 
don't get out there to save our kids, it’s 
most likely they will end up in prison too.

All I’m saying is if we don't find it in 
ourselves to change, we cannot help the 
ones who really need us - our kids!

uuui - I mat uioucx ' Sincerely,, :,..UUUI yUCMl l U1CU H1CULC1 .

o. , Andre Monroe
f Signed,
> Achy Breaky Heart Gib Lewis Unit

Boyd Unit Dear Andre,

Dear Achy, I understand your concern. The guys
Brother, I feel your pain. Being sin- y°u see playing all day have already 

gle in prison is a lonely experience, found themselves. They still possess the 
and the Darbster has been doing it a same youthfid mindset that allowed them 
long time. I applaud your honesty with to enjoy a day at the park climbing on 
the woman who wrote to you, but the the jungle gym. Instead of forgetting how 
truth is most women don t see incarcer- to enjoy life, Andre, we just want them to 
ation as a positive trait when looking be more mature. It is very important that 
for a significant other. There are ex

near as many as we 
the inside would like.

It s hard, but you've got to get past be
ing alone in here and instead focus on 
taking advantage of this time to better 
yourself. This way, when you DO get Dear Darby,

Is there really a tiring called a Christmas 
Kickout? I’m fairly intelligent but new to 
the system, so I’m skeptical on whether 
this is a real thing. I figured that if anyone 
would know, the Darbster would!

Not quite a newboot
Billy C.
Michael Unit

Dear Billy,

I. too. was skeptical when I first came

! who has also done time. 1 guess that’s stopped carrying a pen to commissary. 
| why it bothers me so badly to see her No impulsive adding while in line! 
j struggle in her personal life. Her rent Prison taught me a lot about how little 
] is late, bills are left unpaid, there’s I actually needed.
| the emotionally abusive relationship I also learned that nobody owes me 

she’s in and the chronically busted anything, nothing is for free and if I 
vehicle. The list is endless. don’t like certain outcomes or conse-

The other day she finally asked me, quences, then I must make different 
“How is it that you have a stable life?! decisions; that’s hard-earned yet rath- 
We both make the same salary, and er commonsense wisdom which has 
we are both felons. You’re even on served me well. She frequently makes 
an ankle monitor, totally limited but comments that lead me to believe that 
somehow you do pretty well.” Now, 1 she thinks, somehow, 1 have it easier, 
never give advice until it’s requested 1 suppose I make it look that way, but 
because no one wants your opinion 1 most certainly do not have it easier. I 
until they are ready for it, and even must make hard not-so-fun decisions 
then, they still might not be ready, everyday based on serious life-enrich- 

,| Thankfully we have the kind of rap- ing priorities. When I feel swept away 
port where 1 could answer bluntly, “I by the current of daily stress, 1 always

• make better decisions.” go back to my favorite author, Vik-
Decisions, I had to explain to her, are tor Frankl. He wrote that the quality 

based on priorities. She makes bad de- of our lives is based on decisions and 
cisions because she has her priorities not situations. I want better outcomes 
wrong. Being a free, responsible adult and the ability to make those happen 
kinda sucks sometimes. It means us- is within my power. I simply make 
ing your income for boring things like better decisions. ★

pursue it. Thank you, Ms. Chelsey West! ’ll y coworker is a good rent and bills. I told her that I made it 
Robert Nelson I > / I nature<^’ hard-working a habit to thoughtfully decided how,

I %/ I woman. She is always why, when, and where I need to spend 
Wynne Unit y JL on time, and volunteers time and money. I do not make im-
To the Reader, to do the most difficult tasks. She is pulsive decisions about anything any-

Yes, Chelsey West’s submission was 
“belief window.” They said they learned excellent - that’s why she was a win- 
about belief windows in Cognitive Inter- ner in the 2019 writing contest. We are 
vention and, as a result of taking the class, looking forward to sharing and rating and our work ethic encourages oth- 

the entries in our 2020 writing contest ers to keep pace. Of course, I feel an 
in a future issue. Keep reading and see I extra kinship with her as someone came so determined to stick to that, I 

which entries came out on top! In this is
sue. you will also find a great 2019 Hon
orable Mention: The Undoer.

Sincerely, 
Robert Daugherty

To the Reader,
The article you reference has been

they can improve their life journey. This published multiple times for the bene- j 
is not an easy step, but it is a critical fit of our readers and their families. We 
part of successful reintegration into so- will publish it again in an upcoming is- 
ciety. Thanks for writing! sue. Thanks for writing!

1 2020

they had a new way of thinking things 
through. I decided right then to sacrifice 
dominoes and TV and sign up for Cogni
tive. This turned out to be the best deci
sion I’ve made in years! The main tiling 
I’ve learned is that making smart deci
sions will keep me free, so in heated situa
tions I must always ask myself, “Will this 
meet my needs over time?” I would like 
to thank Windham School District for the 
Cognitive Intervention Program. Because on how to correctly compile and submit 
of it. I can better understand the thoughts, a parole package. Unfortunately, 1 find 
feelings and attitudes of others. myself in need of this information once
A again. Could vou please publish this in

formation again ? 1 am sure I m not the 
To the Reader, only incarcerated individual who would

Congratulations on taking a step in a benefit from this article. Thanks for your 
positive direction while in prison. The help! 
Cognitive Intervention Program (CIP) 
is one of several life skills programs 
offered through the Windham School 
District (WSD) that teach students new, 
healthier ways of thinking and acting so
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MOVING ON UP

J

earning

TDCJ offenders. ★

WSD

Windham School District

TDCJ

Ir

Colleges 
offering 
classes

Memo to:

From:

Date:

Subject:

One of the most important 
responsibilities of the post- 
secondaiy education team is 
to gauge which careers and 
professions will be most in 
demand in the near future, 
and to determine what type 
of instruction is needed to 
prepare for a job in those areas. 
Once that determination has 
been made, they customize 
courses so the incarcerated 

upon release.
‘As an agenqy, we recognize 

plans to their students, even 
inside prison. Texas A&M 
- Central, which had previ-

the student reenters society, 
they are going to encounter 
challenges, but an education 
makes them more emotionally 
equipped and gives them 
the tools to overcome those 
challenges. In addition to 
enhancing an individual’s 
critical thinking process

for in potential employees. 
Learning these skills while 
in prison reduces the learn
ing curve a parolee must 
undergo upon release. In 
addition to providing pro
gressive educational oppor-

TDC.I General Population

W indham School District

January 31,2020

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) Notification

A

job candidates.
In addition to the Network 

Analyst course, TDCJ and 
its post-secondary' partners 
are offering female offend
ers diverse training in field 
like welding technology; con
struction technology, electri
cal technology; manufactur
ing and logistics. In 2020, the

V
I

•I

4

/A

PERS

for those interested in further 
advancing their education.

in TDCJ:
Associate degree

Lee College
Trinity Valley Community College
Alvin Community College
Lamar State College - Port Arthur
Cedar Valley College
Clarendon College
SW Texas Community College
Central Texas College
Western Texas Community College
Hilltop College
Amarillo College
Austin Community College
Texarkana Community College

Bachdor/Master’s degree?
University of Houston - Clear Lake 
Texas /A&M - Central Texas

Eva Shelton, Contributing Writer — Lockhart Unit

1 I moved to the arrival all over again. I’m 

Lockhart Tewxas. The ex- qnp r‘ findin„ qnL™P +n
< sue, 1 m finding someone toperience has been very posi- follw t0 Xw rm

fix e The journey starts with aski for directio(ls the

and pichnes painted on the f b . „
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and we are trying to stay in 
front of the trends,” say’s 
Rutledge. “It may present 
some challenges on our 
side as far as security7, but 
we are trying to meet those Rutledge says, adding, 
challenges so that we can y0U iook at those recidivism 

rates, you discover that the 
more education and the more 

a person possesses, 

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act requires that the Windham School District (District), with certain 
exceptions, obtain your written consent prior to disclosure of personally identifiable information from your 
education records. However, the District may disclose appropriately designated “directory information” without 
written consent, unless you have advised the District within 30 days of the date of this memo, or during the 
reception process, that you do not want this information released. Directory information is similar to having your 
name printed on a graduation program - it shows that you have graduated in a specific trade or received a High 
School Equivalency (HSE) certificate. Directory information will only include your name, Texas Department of 
Criminal Justice number, and a list of programs that you have completed. This information may be helpful for 
current and future employers or court officials to assist in verification of an HSE, a high school diploma. Career 
and Technical Education program completion, and job skills training participation. If you choose not to allow the 
release of your directory information, please submit an Intnale Request to an Official, 1-60, to the Unit school 
counselor detailing your decision.

If a student agrees that the Department may share any specific education or job skill program information verbal
ly or in writing following a request by someone other than the program participant, she or he will be provided 
with, and must complete, a Windham School District Records Request form. Specific (protected or confidential) 
education records are those that contain assessment scores, grades, program progress notes, or enrollments in 
programs not yet completed.

create opportunities for the 
incarcerated population to
gain the necessary7 skills they skill sets a person possesses, 
need in order to successfully the less likely they are to 
reenter society.” recidivate.”

One such trend is the if an individual is 
growing number of women in interested in pursuing either 

an academic or a vocational 
degree, the first step is to 
fill out a college/vocation al

>RPD
continued from page i

An important part of 
the rehabilitation process 
involves education in general 
and post-secondary7 education 
specifically. The responsibility 
for providing contemporaiy 
educational programming 
falls to the members of the 
Operations and Evidence- 
Based Practices department, 
consisting of D. Etheredge, J. 
Wright, C. Guzman S. Wright 
and Rutledge.

Post-secondary education 
encompasses all college-level 
programming available to 
TDCJ offenders, including 
academic and vocational 
degree plans. There are 
several degree programs 
offered by TDCJ and its many 
2d.’iCaJH°“al ..partne.rSL agency wS,”for the ftottime 

ever, have post-secondary ed
ucational opportunities on all 
the female units.

In the same way that so
ciety becomes increasing
ly more digitized, institu
tions of higher learning are 
embracing technology as a 

Acquiring a college degree
presents i---------------

I ‘ 'I

| students will interact with detainer that expires
■ him or her through a video
| link while completing all as

signments on non-internet
[ accessible computers.

In addition to many
| new fields of study, RPD

existing vocational courses to time on the last offense of 
the stacked sentence, as well 
as meet all other eligibility 
criteria in order to enroll in 
college programming.”

“Post-secondary educational 
programs impact more than

of Houston - Clear Lake 
and Texas A&M - Central, 
to provide bachelor’s and 
master’s degree opportunities ously begun to wind down . 1. -• .a. _ J /•._—*.1 ,

from offering courses with
in TDCJ in what Rutledge 
referred to as a “teach out,” 

. has started anew by offer
ing classes via The Teaching ability to use PSER funding,’ 
Virtual Network (TTVN). In-

J stead of being in a classroom Program Specialist V. “If 
setting with^ the professor, the offender has a state jail

> on or 
before their Institutional 
Division sentence, then 
they are eligible for PSER 
funding. If an offender 
has stacked sentences, the 

[ is expanding the scope of individual must be serving

efficiently and effectively teach 
more offenders. The goal is to 
have each trade represented 
in every region of the system 
to increase opportunities for 

| more incarcerated students.
Acquiring a college degree

incarcerated jllst incarcerated student, 
students with both tangible they impact the student’s 
and intangible benefits. Once families,” Rutledge says. “In 

many cases, this is the student’s 
first real achievement, and it 
is encouraging for the families 
to see that. Even though their 
loved one may be incarcerated, 
they are able to get an ed ucation 

; an individual’s and skal The>’ [the 
thinking process families] know that their loved 

and allowing them to make one’s life may well be different 
better decisions, increased upon release.”
education also elevates a Individuals interested in ac- 
student’s employability and tively participating in improv- 

nnnnlatirm can obtain the skill ?arn™g P°tential. Most jngtheirprospectsshouldsub-
population can obtain the Skill lmportanti have mit a college/vocational inter-

est form to the RPD. A college 
education, as well as a brighter 

“As an agenqy, we recognize “yfie recidivism rate for future, is within reach of many 
that the trends are changing the agency currently is "20.3 

percent, and we know once 
they get a post-secondary 
education with a vocational 
certification, the recidivism 
rate decreases significantly,” 

, “As

potential. Most 
___ _________studies have 

setstheywillneedtofindquick shown that earning a college 
and profitable employment degree dramatically decreases 
upon release. the likelihood of recidivation.

include two-year associate of 
art degrees available for most 
programs, while vocational 
training offers an associate of 
applied science degree with 
certification for vocational 
courses. In addition, TDCJ 
partners with two four-year 
institutions, the ^University meails of presenting lesson affect an offender’s eligibility7 

to utilize a particular method 
of payment.

“Having a felony detainer 
does not affect an individual’s 
eligibility to enroll in college 
programming, however, 
what it does affect is their

said RPD’s D. Etheridge, 
Program Specialist V.

skills employers in the tech- the potential student must 
nology industry7 are looking then take the Texas Success 

Initiative (TSI) test to de
termine his or her ability7 to 
function academically on a 
college level.

A common element between 
higher education in the 

tunities, RPD is working to freeworld and in prison is the 
identify companies that are desire of the institutions to be 
hiring, with the expectation paid for their efforts.
that they will come to the Depending upon offender 
unit and interview potential eligibility, an offender 

may make payment upon 
registration by one of the 
following methods:
• Personal Funds (I-25)
• Direct Payment
• Veterans’ benefits
• Texas Public Education 

Grant (TPEG)
• College/ University 

Scholarship
• Post-Secondary 

Education 
Reimbursement (PSER)

• Pell Pilot Program
Detainers and stacked 

sentences are among the 
common situations that may

fields historically dominated 
by men, such as the 
introduction of Central Texas 
College’s Network Analysts interest form and send it to 
course for female offenders, the RPD, whose address is 
The vocational course, which printed at the bottom of the 
is on track for 2020 start, document. Depending on 
teaches the skills required the facility7, these forms may 
to maintain a Windows be found in either the unit’s 
Server infrastructure, to Education Department or the 
include user and group Law Library7.
management, network access TDCJ offenders inter
end data security7. Offenders ested in participating in 
who successfully complete post-secondary education- 
the program will earn five al programs must meet cer- 
certifications from Microsoft tain basic eligibility7 require- 
and the Computer Technology ments according to TDCJ’s 

Association Post-SecondaryIndustry- Association Post-Secondary Educa-
(CompTIA). tion Operating Procedures

CompTIA Security7 and Se- (PSEOP) manual. To partic- 
curity+ certifications verify ipate in academic programs 
that a person has a proper incarcerated individuals 
understanding of advanced must be within 10 years of 
i nformation technology con- their projected release date, 
cepts required for a career in and within five years for vo- 
cybersecurity. Earning these cational courses. After sat- 
certifications teaches the isfying those requirements,
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cheese and enjoy! Serve

summer

barely cover rice/sausage

or

strengthens partnerships
was

/ I

1 jalapeno, diced
1 level white spoonful 

(about 2 tsp.) 
no-salt seasoning

1 level white spoonful

seasoning, salsa, jalapeno 
pepper, salt, pepper, cream 

and 
Stir

diced fine
I ranch dressing (optional)

Directions:
In a white bowl place beans,

Place dough in an empty chip 
bag and roll flat to form pizza 
crust. Spread sauce evenly

Jalapeno squeeze cheese 
(to taste)
Crushed chips (to taste)
Sauce
Marinara sauce from the

in Super Bowl LUI was due to more machinations than 
simply Belichick’s genius.

the apex of her jump, Biles was more than 9.5 feet above 
the mat while covering a horizontal distance of 6.5 feet in

382 pounds. Originally, this award was going to be split into 
male and female categories but due to the extraordinary 
circumstances surrounding Biles’ incredible exploit, she is 
simply named THE athlete of the year. ★

Chpgsp sznehiladas
Wieia Venegas, 

§an §aba Clnit

to increase size of pizza.

S(Wn-laggr hot shot
Jeffrey p. tlalstead, 
kjehner^t ate Jail

Ingredients:
2 chili soups, crushed fine
2 chili soup seasoning 

packets
2 cream cheeses
’A cup refried beans 

(substitute instant 
chili beans)

1 summer sausage, 
diced fine

7? bottle squeeze cheese

with beef or pork. For added 
deliciousness, spread chili 
over top with extra cheese.

# if* if*** if

(Carriage seminar

I summer sausage, diced 
fine (substitute SPAM)
1 squeeze cheese 
1/3 bag cheese puffs, 
crushed fine
2 sleeves saltine crackers, 
crushed fine

Directions:

Place a small amount of 
chopped meat and a 
squeeze of cheese inside the

than 1,500 words (three 
typed or five handwritten 
pages).

• Multiple submissions are 
allowed and can be includ
ed in the same envelope.

• Entries must be received 
by The ECHO no later than 
March 1,2020.

*********

Savorg dirty riee 
Tommy Mathes, 
polunsky Cinit

Ingredients:
I summer sausage 

(substitute turkey bites 
or roast beef)

1 bag chili (no bean)
1 bag white rice (substitute
2 brown rice)
1 soup, finely crushed

and chili soup noodles. Slow- 2 packs cream cheese

Servant’s pizza
Garrett Franks, Pbrmby Cinit

Ingredients: 
Crust
1 soup
1 sleeve saltine crackers
Toppings
1 summer sausage
1 pkg turkey bites
I chicken chunk
1 pickle
1 jalapeno
I ranch dressing

2 72 cups tortilla chips (crushed) Habanera sauce (to taste)
1 can V-8
2 large spread bowls

B Award for Best Athlete: The inaugural ECHO-LADE 
for best athlete goes to United States gymnast Simone Biles. 
In an age when athletes are bigger, faster and stronger

Ingredients:
2 chili soups, crushed 
1 bag cheese curls, 
crushed 
10 flour tortillas 
1 chili, no beans, heated 
72 cup cheese 
I cream cheese

Directions:
Combine crushed chili soups 
and cheese curls in bowl; 
add just enough hot water 
to cook and be absorbed. 
Take soup/cheese curl mix 
and place inside tortillas 
and roll up like enchiladas
in a bowl. Top with hot beef, 
chili, cheese and cream package. Open the top 

of the chili pouch in the 
hot pot and add the meat 
of your choice. Heat an 
additional 20 minutes.

Bowl:

(about 2 tsp.) 
onion powder

7< level white spoonful 
(about 72 tsp.) 
garlic powder

V2 cup hot water

Directions:

Hot Pot:

Put chili pouch into hot 
pot, heat while preparing 
the meat.

Meat:

If using summer sausage, 
slice into sixths lengthwise, 
then cut into six small slices 
widthwise. If using turkey 
bites, slice each sausage 
into thirds. If using roast 

use directly from

P- *

£, vJ^hanksgo t° Warden R. Moore, Wyn-
-jnerUnibadministration and security staff 

, for making the facility a welcoming en- 
10£ Virohment for our loved ones. Thanks to 

Chaplain R. Lowe and the ministry vol- 
The unteers for making these events possible, 

name of the workbook constructed by and thanks to all participants for making

Pour cream cheese, 
ranch dressing, seasonings, 
diced jalapeno, heated 
chili pouch mixture and 
hot water, mix well. Pour 
crushed soup into bowl, 
add rice, mix well and allow 
to thicken. Place mixture in 
two empty rice bags and 
cook for 30 minutes up to 
an hour. Pour bags into a 
white bowl and stir. Goes 
great in tortillas, by itself 
with chips or as a side with 
enchiladas. Really good!

Write away!
Enter

The ECHO’S 
writing 
contest

Todd Carman, ECHO Staff

All write, all write, 
all write!
0, do you think you 
have the “write” 

»stuff? Do you want 
to see how you mea

sure up compared to other 
writers in the TDC.J?

If so, prepare to enter The 
ECHO’S writing contest!

Special recognition will be 
awarded to top contestants 
in fiction and non-fiction 
categories. Fiction entries 
can cover any topic appro
priate for publication in The 
ECHO. Non-fiction entries 
can include life stories, ar
ticles, opinions or journal 
excerpts. The top three win
ners in each category will 
have their work published 

unteerszh^lp strengthen and reconstruct in The ECHO. Entries will be 
judged on content, clarity, 
creativity and correctness.
Submissionguidelines;
• Include a cover sheet with 

your name, TDCJ number, 
unit of assignment and 
submission title.

• Specih your work as fiction 
(F) or non-fiction (NF).

• DO NOT SEND POET
RY!

of the league’s most prolific offenses without a touchdown • Entries should be neat
ly handwritten or typed. 
If typed, do not use a 
script font. If we can’t 
read your entry-, it won’t 
be judged.

than at any time in history it is ironic that the diminutive • Entries should be no longer 
Biles is recognized as the best of them all. Biles is the first 
female gymnast in history to land a triple double in the 
floor competition, a move consisting of three full twists 
completed while performing two flips. She accomplished 
the extraordinary feat during her routine in the floor 
exercise at the 2019 Nationals; an event she won for the 
fourth consecutive year. For those who do not consider that 
gymnasts are “real” athletes (whatever that means) ponder 
statistics associated with the incredible feat. To complete 
the move, Biles had to attain a launch speed of 14.7 miles
per hour in her approach, in a space of less than 50 feet. At • Send your entry in ria truck- 
the apex of her jump, Biles was more than 9.5 feet above maj| or regular mail to* 
the mat while covering a horizontal distance of 6.5 feet in
the air between takeoff and landing. Perhaps the most ECHO Writing Contest 
impressive aspect of the record-setting move is that upon P.O. Box 40
landing her tiny frame absorbs an average impact force of Huntsville, TX 77342-0040

Due to the large number of 
entries, submitted materials 
will not be returned. ★

Monkey’s ehiekgn 
(znehilada 
eassjzrolg

Monica Wilson, Crain Cinit
Ingredients:
I pkg. chunk chicken
1 pkg. chicken chili
1 pkg. chili soup seasoning 
72 bottle salsa
Salt and Pepper (to taste) 
J jalapeno pepper (diced)
2 pkgs, cream cheese 
7» cup jalapeno cheese

XECHO-LADES continued from pg. 12
w
M Award for Worst Scandal: No matter how 

stridently or vociferously the New England Patriots, or 
their fanatical fan base, deny any wrongdoing during 
the organization’s unrivaled run of success, the amount 
of incriminating evidence against the team continues to 
grow. The newest scandal, dubbed Spygate 2.0, alleges 
the team conspired to videotape the sideline activities 
of opposing teams, which is against NFL rules. This is 
nothing newr for a Patriots’ organization that in 2007 was 
caught t aping the sideline of their divisional rival the New 
York Jets. In the ensuing investigation, it was determined 
that the duplicitous behavior had extended as far back as 
their first Super Bowl win following the 2001 season. The 
crax of the new' allegation involved a videographer for the 
Patriots who was discovered taping the sidelines of the 
Cincinnati Bengals, the team’s next opponent. As usual, 
the team had a ready explanation, the team’s production 
company was doing a piece on the life of advance scouts for 
a web-based series “Do Your Job,” the catch phrase of head 
coach Bill Belichick. The excuse rang hollow as the advance 
scout, vzho was supposedly the subject of the episode, was 
conspicuously absent from the footage. In fact, what was 
featured most prominently in the video was the sideline 
personnel of the Bengals and their signals, although the 
videographer helpfully offered to delete the film before the 
security personnel confiscated tire footage. Hmm, perhaps 
the team’s impressive defensive performance in holding one

f'

Jal ap(ZOO ehfZpSJZ popper? 2 ranch dressing

Directions:

Mix chicken chunks, chili, chili pasta seasoning pack

Directions:
jalapeno Prepare the marinara sauce 

to desired consistency and with Spanish rice and refried 
set aside. Heat soup in bowl beans, if desired, 
until fully cooked, drain excess 
water if needed. Crush saltines * •* ’ :
and pour into soup. Knead
vigorouslyintoaballofdough. p0Wpf punch Oatl72(Zal 

Larrg fl. Harris, 
Lgnaugh Unit 'Reporter

and then add all desired Ingredients: 
toppings. Makes one or two ] vanilla Chike 
servings; use more ingredients 2 packs instant oatmeal

2 spoonsful peanut butter 
1 pack energizer mix

Directions:
Prepare Chike with very 
hot water; mix until smooth. 
Place oatmeal in bowl, 
cover with Chike and add 
peanut butter and stir. Add 
energizer mix and enjoy! 
Add 7? cup hot water to thin 
mixture, if desired.

Charles Gonzales, Montford 
□nit

Ingredients:
10-12 jalapenos, sliced 
lengthwise, seeds removed cheese

cheese. Stir well. Add 
crushed tortilla chips into 
mixture. Pour % can of V-8 
into mixture and mix until it is 
slightly soupy but not runny. 
Divide into two cooking 
bags, double bagging if 
necessary. Cook for 4 to 5 
hours, so flavors can meld 
together. Pour into bowls, 
top with ranch dressing, and 
eat your heart out. Makes 

jalapenos. In a bowl, place two servings. Also works well 
crushed saltines; add a little 
water to create a dough. 
Place crushed cheese puffs 
in a separate bowl. Cover 
each jalapeno with some 
saltine dough and roll in TaiDdlcS

F>anng Murrell, HUrszd Cinit
Ingredients:
1 bag tortilla chips, crushed
1 pouch chili of choice 
I bag instant chili beans 
Onion and garlic powder, 
to taste

Directions:
Place crushed chips in bowl.
Add two cups water and let 2 jalapeno peppers, 
stand for 10 minutes; knead into 
dough. Place both chilis, cold, 
in a separate bowl and mix with 
7i cup of wafer to form a paste. 
Place a golf-ball size piece
of dough in an empty soup sprinkle with chili soup sea
bag half and work into a disk, soning then layer cream 

summer sausage

the crushed cheese puffs 
to coat. Let jalapenos sit for 
10 to 15 minutes to solidify. 
Enjoy! Can be garnished 
with ranch dressing.

“Ranch riep
T. tkigta, Hilltop Quit

Ingredients:
I cup rice
72 summer sausage, diced 
fine
72 ranch dressing

Directions:
Mix rice and 
sausage in an empty bowl. Place a healthy spoonful of chili cheese, 
Add enough hot water to mixture in center of dough disk, 

fold over and use the bag to ly add hot water until bare- 2 packs ranch dressing 
mixture; set aside to cook for roll the tamale, tucking in both ly covered; cover and let 
10 minutes. Stir well and top ends. Repeat until ingredients stand for 10 minutes. Top 
with ranch dressing. Enjoy! are used up. Place six tamales with jalapenos and squeeze 
Can be garn’shed with hot inanemptyricebagandcook cheese; drizzle ranch dress
sauce, crushed chips or for 1 hour. Makes between 20 ing on top if desired. Enjoy! 
salsa, if desired. and 24 tamales. Enjoy! Makes one or two servings.

Henry Molina. Wynne Unit

A nticipation was prevalent, but of state or from another continent. wife who not only facilitated the event,
in our demeanor as we impa- , Only 3 percent of marriages survive but also survived as husband and wife 

X—\ tiently hopped from foot to ; when one partner is incarcerated for any more than 20 years of incarcerati^^ 
A.foot. We were waiting.for^ur length of,time. That number will rise qoj an(j testimonies from amazing vol

wives (our better halves) to walk into with programs like this one, which f< untee^help strengthen and reconstruct 
this place. As they entered, some women / cuses on reconciliation within the sacred \ 
ran to their husbands, some jumped into covenant of marriage. In one — 
their arms and my extremely hapg|fe the wives and husbands were t< 
ran into my hug. Smiles were contagious press in one word howtliey felt arlfi 
and tears of happiness were on many ginning of the incarceration experil 
faces of 25 participants in our marriage The similarity between theTe^^ 
seminar on the Wynne Unit. IggWtae*g

More than one husband expressed “Growing Together as One” is 
gratitude for his wife being able to at- name of the workbook constructe< 
tend. Every wife came from out of town, the program directors, a husband and this a very positive experience. ★
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The Lace Up - TDCJ Unit News

Reported by Roger Taylor

Working Hard on The Yard

■ :
■ .

[JReported by Quincy Patterson

■
■

IJ

Reported by Misty Weaver

Reported by Johnny Wooten

H

J

li
t

the kitchen,’’ Sparkman said. gvoc

54 units with

Ii

_____ ■ ■■■■■■■■ .

Eastham Unit
Special events build fellowship

of agricultural output from unit herb gardens. In 
addition to garden design, the competition also 
has a farm-to-table aspect where the herbs are 
judged on how well they are prepared.

Competing units are separated into three 
categories: Small Unit, Medium Unit and Large 
Unit divisions. Besides the divisional awards, 
there is also a grand championship award, 
(see box for rhe results). In addition to making 
institutional meals taste better, the competition 
is a great way to rehabilitate residents.

“The real reward of a unit herb garden is to 
teach incarcerated individuals the rewards of

Offenders at Eastham recently participat
ed in several special events. Some attended a 
special event to honor more than too chap
laincy volunteers at the 21st Annual Volun
teer Appreciation Dinner. Unit participants 
also had the opportunity to demonstrate 
their musical gifts in front of an audience 
of 400 at the unit’s second annual Talent 
Show. The unit Basketball Tournament al
lowed players to show off their hoop skills, 
with a total of nine teams participating in 
the tournament. The unit herb garden also 
was enhanced with a new greenhouse. The 
unit currently glows 20 different herbs to 
season food.

enting skills so they can provide effective, 
positive guidance for their children

College Huntsville Center.
P. O’Daniel, attending member of

Ney State Jail
Participants embrace recovery

Participants are embracing recovery from 
substance abuse through the Recovery Ori-

if

i

Reported by 
Wayne Bailey

Participants enjoy Kolby retreat
Participants recently shared testimonies at Kolby, a Cath

olic retreat, and at Kairos 45. The unit’s decade-old faith
based wings program continues to successfully promote 
positive change.

Yard Squad keeps the rec lawn looking good while growing 
veggies for residents’ meals. In addition, WSD courses and On- 
the-Job training (OJT) programs teach individuals skills for 
landscaping careers. The Polunsky Unit’s Inside Yard Land
scaping and Gardening crew maintains beautiful unit land
scaping. “Working this job allows us to feel productive and 
to pay back some of what we took from society. We are able 
to create a semblance of beauty - an atmosphere of peace for 
those who visit the Polunsky Unit,” participant C. Aimers said.

Reported by Quincy Patterson, Michael Master 
and Kevin Hargrove, unit reporters 

and embedded landscape worker

■
’’’■ J

HrM

totoH i

1

Reported by Stephen Unger
rw pod I

Landscaping learned on many units
W. ; • .. '|: W 1
■■

Tt takes a village, a community, to do what 
we’re doing. The fact that we’ve been doing

Landscape training and garden work continue throughout 
■ Texas. Beto Unit Horticulture and Landscaping crews are re

cycling materials to create waterfall landscapes and theme gar- 
I dens while learning new landscape skills. Boyd Unit’s Inside

Participants learn effective Smith Unit 
communication and other 
skills that promote person
al growth and professional 
achievement.

Wynne Unit
WSD celebrates HSE, CTE graduation

The Wynne Unit recently hosted 44 Windham School 
| District (WSD) High School Equivalency (HSE) and 
I Career and Technical Education students from three 
| Huntsville-area units to celebrate their progress from 

students to graduates. Many family members attend
ed the commencement, some traveling long distances 
to honor their loved one’s hard work and achievement. 
They witnessed the graduates enter the chapel to the fa- 

| miliar strains of “Pomp and Circumstance March” and 
1 wearing traditional mortarboard and gown.

so

I MB ■■ - ■
J L

Reported by Steven Thomas j

■I fl

fl

$ i

garden. Currently, there are

L
l

Hobby Unit
WSD holds graduation

WSD students walked the stage for the unit 
HSE and Construction Fundamentals gradu
ation ceremony. In another special program, 
WSD’s Middle Way Parenting Program con- t ____1> IT T""1 .'1L.L 7—
tinues to teach students how to develop par-

,J • .-UZLU 3... .

Bryan J. Moore,
ECHO Staff

“Agricultu re teaches tire J 
basic principle of reaping | 
and sowing,” said E. Coo- I 
per, president and CEO I 
of the San Antonio Food | 
Bank during his recent I 
keynote address at the 
thirteenth Herbs Behind 
Bars competition.

'fhe Texas Department J 
of Criminal Justice (TDCJ) 
and Lee College held the 
competition's awards 
event at the Walker Coun
ty S~orm Shelter in Hunts- ___
ville. Several TDCJ dig- 
mtanes, including 1DCJ .,
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Beto Unit
WSD holds graduation

Caps were flying in the air at the gradu
ation of Windham School District’s (WSD) 
Cognitive Intervention Program and High 
School Equivalency (HSE) students. Grad
uates walked the stage and received certif
icates to the applause of school faculty , unit 
staff, family members and friends. WSD also 
recognized honor graduates: valedictori
an Jesse Dobbs, salutatorian and youngest 
graduate Raziel Pazos, and oldest graduate 
Sergio Corona.
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herb garden and present the data | I 
in book form. The books are used AW 
as instructional aides so other 
units can learn how to start their 
own gardens. The seeds for the

1 , J . 1 ♦crops are donated, so there is no 
cost to plant a unit herb garden.

Cooper, j

Food Bank, is no stranger to TDCJ;
there exists a

TT ’. to

Jester HI Unit
Toastmasters instills leadership
Leaders for tomorrow are being devel

oped by the unit’s Toastmasters Internation
al Gavel Club, Ambassadors for Leadership.

2019 Herbs Behind Bars Awards

Herb gardens in TDCJ 
enhance food, raise hope
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Laundry, Food anc Supply. Each unit must document the |
Uiecompetitionjudges the quality and quantity step-by-step development oftheir j 
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Ferguson Unit
Unit holds Eid al-Fitr celebration

Members the Islamic community cele
brated the Islamic festival known as Eid 
al-Fitr with religious activities and recre- > I 
ational time, enjoying games of checkers, 
basketball and Scrabble.
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ented Support Group. Those in recovery can J f j fl
also find community support by joining the Pu.
Winner’s Circle Peer Group. hfeij, & J]

planting, growing and utilizing the harvest in
liw ™ « s. ss .n toX toy

facilities were invited to compete in next year’s know that people can be redeemed. A Lnrge Unit Division: ^lace: Robertson Unit

competition. This is all done to increase the community without hope is dead. In
existing number of unit herb gardens. TOCJ, hope is alive.” ★
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Unit Horticu

Reported by William Hill
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Executive Director Bryan /(/fchen workers ganish meds ^garden herbs. Photo courtesy of TOCJ
Coll er regional directors « ' |
unit wardens and members of the Texas Board 
of Criminal Justice were in attendance. Their 
presence underscored the importance of not this for 13 years is amazing, and it continues to 
only die competition, but of unit herb garden grow/saidD. Zuniga, dean of the Lee 
projects in general.

“The purpose of the herb gardens is to teach 
residents the reward of growing something and the Texas Board of Criminal Justice, 
to enhance die food served in unit kitchens,” said, “I’m a big believer in this event 
said D. Sparkman, assistant director of TDCJ because it builds community.” 
Laundry, Food ana Supply. Each unit must document the |
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“Growing up, I liked to build 
with my hands. But also, I looked 
at my time [when considering 
tie program]. I have a 30-year 
sentence,” Kemp said. “I was 32
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all the security barriers inside 
the bus."

C. Kemp, another fabricator/ 
arc welder who worked in the 
mechanical c epartment. went 
through the Windham School 
District (WSD) welding program 
before his one-year Lee College 
welding training with Knuppel. 
After finishing-hecollege program how to deal with diverse people 
in 2018. Kemp began work as a and not just taking a person at 
welder s helper, which consisted face value. A lot of times, you see 
of fitting up and tacking different people and your first impression 
pieces of metal together so the 
welder could come in behind him 
and weki it all together. Helpers 
alsc retrieve tools and rods, and 
grind and cut metal for welding.

After gaining some experience, 
Kemp was promoted to arc welder 
and fabricator. Despite his job 
charge; he held onto many of 
the responsibilities he learned as 
welder’s helper.

“It’s all about being job- 
oriented and being able to help

ESn \ vIggy

mechanical since attaining his 
AAS degree from Lee College.

“I’m now certified in all 
positions and processes in pipe, 
plate and sheet metal welding. I’m 
also certified as a diesel mechanic 
under T2 of ASE. I’ve come a long 
way because someone showed a 
little care and a little interest in 
my life.”

E. Victor, who enrolled in the 
Lee College welding programs, 
was also a welder in the Wpine 
Unit mechanical shop. Coming in 
with no experience before taking 
the college wekiing class, Victor 
spoke about h s introduction to 
the trade.

“Mr. Knuppel,Mny instructor 
at Lee College,, told me my 
inexper.ence was a good thing 
because I didn’t have the had 
habits that a lot of welders pick 
up,” Victor said. “I didn’t even 
know7 what a welding machine was 
or what a welding rod looked like. 
I just knew that it sounded like 
someth.ng I would be interested 
in doing. The fact that you can 
build things is what attracted me 
the most to welding.” He has also 
passed AWS certification testing 
for the 3G and 4G MIG and flux- 
cored welding processes.

“The AWS means 
opportunity. I have
opportunity to leave out of prison 
and go to a company, show them 
my AWS certification and get my 
foot in the door,” Victor said.

A recipient of Lee College's 
Wooten Scholarship, G. Gomez 
was transferred to Wynne to work 
as a fabricator hi the welding shep 
at the mechanical department. 
Like Allison and Victor, Gomez 
attended the Lee College welding 
program taught by Knuppel. 
Gomez was a ale to improve his
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trade skids in tlhe college welding w elding program, 
environment and transferred 
those skills to his job in the 
mechanical department.

‘I fabricated everything on the 
trailers and repaired anything 
that needs to be repaired. I also at the time, and I said to myself, 
did brakes, braxe chambers, slack ‘Hey, when I get out, 1 want to 
adjusters, paneling on the inside be able to be productive with the 
and outside and the roof,” Gomez time I have, because I can’t make 
said “I fabricated bumpers from up the time that 1 lost.’ I’m the 
time to time. When the buses kind of guy that doesn’t mind 
come in. I did even thing inside, getting dirty, but I like to see my 
from the cages to the doors and creations. I like to say, ‘Hey, I did 

that,’ you know? T created that!’” 
Kemp also described some 

of the difficulties of working in 
a team environment while s^lkfi 
accomplishing the tasks laidj.-j 
before him.

“The most difficult part of it all 
was humbling rayself and biting 
my tongue,” Kemp said. “I learned
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of them can either make you 
accept them or reject them. I 
started looking past people’s 
initial facade arc started digging 
deeper and giving them a chance. 
1 would want that chance.”

Editor's Note: Special thanks 
to John Rhine, and the 
Manufacturing, Agribusiness 
and Logistics (MAL) Division for 
interviewing the men in this story 
and sharing related transcripts.

at any rime. I~ you make yourself Participants in ^ SD and 
available, then a person reels like TDCJ job skills programs can
they can depend on you,” Kemp find training opportunities at 
sa d. “That’s the way I want to any level. Marketable skills 
project myself.” and career experience can be

Kemp related some of the acquired through a variety of 
experiences of his youth and his programs and work opportunities
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Mechanical workers build bridge to employment

s.

C ory J. Wisnoski
Wynne Unit Special Report
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“I came to this farm from 
the GRAD program in 2014. 
I had some mechanics in my 
backgroimd, so UCC thought nd 
be a good idea to give me shet at 
working in mechanica,” Allison 
said. “I wrestled with cars and 
hot rods as a kid and I did some 
welding when I was younger, but 
not on this level.”

Alliscn went through a one- 
year welding program offered by 
Lee College and was taught by 
K.W. Knuppel, an experienced 
and respected welding instructor.

“I haven’t had much 
experience with people actually 
caring for my well-being. When 
I encountered Mr. Knuppel, the 
class was hard to get used to 
because he didn’t have an angle,” 
Allison said. “He honestly 
wanted to help me. and he made 
a positive impact on my life.’

Allison utilized his time in

We are responsible for everything, 
bumper-to-bumper. We do everything 
from changing flasher bulbs to complete 
engine overhaul. I've earned certification 
for service and repair on diesel engines, 
air-conditioning, air-brakes, drive-lines,, 
fuel-injecfors and front-end suspension.

the flashcr bulb to a complete 
engineoverhaul,” West said. “I’ve 
earned certification for service 
and repair on diesel engines, 
air-condition ing, air-brakes, 
drive-lines, fuel-iujectors and 
front-enc suspension.”

‘ We have a solid, well-rounded 
crew in our shop,” West said. 
‘ Some of the men who work here 
bring freeworld experience; I can 
really lean from them. With the 
opportunities afforded me by the 
TDCJ, I am confident I have a 
pathway to success upon release.”

J. Allison, a GangRenuncia tfon 
and Disassociation (GRAD) 
graduate, worked at the u:rt 
as a welder in the mechanical 
shop. He refined the skills he 
learned as a fabricator in the Lee 
College Welding Technology 
course at Wynne, earning a 
3G vertical and 4G overhead 
welding certification through 
the nationally recognized 
American Welding Society 
(AWS). These certifications 
deemed him competent in his 
ability to perform the 1G (flat 
position), and 2G (horizontal 
position), as well as the vertical 
and overhead groove weld 
processes 3G and 4G. He also 
earned his T2 ASE certification.

F I '^here is a seldom seen 
cog in the workforce 

| that constantly rotates 
-JL at the Wynne Unit. 

Beyond the primaiy fence, past the 
industiial whir of electric grinders 
and the cranking of ratchets 
through the spray of welding sparks 
and info the bus barn, there is 
an assembly of soot-stained, men 
honing trade skills. They spend 
than days fabricating security gates, 
instilling b.is seats and repaying 
engines in vehicles v.tal to moving 
incarcerated individuals from 
unit to unit throughout the 
Texas Department of Criminal 
Justice (TDCJ).

The Wynne Unit’sMechanical 
Department offers many 
opportunities for incarcerated 
individuals to obtain and use 
valuable employment skills 
and be certified for their work. 
These industry certifications 
are transferable to the 
frcewcrld, and the experience 
ga.ned is invaluable.

All the seats, expanded 
metal and various barriers in 
these vehicles werr, at some 
point, fabricated or repaired by 
incarcerated men. These men 
work on Volvo and Freightliner 
trucks that use four miles of wire

and six to 11 computer systems 
to control every facet of the 
track’s operation. To facilitate 
diagnosis and repair, the shop has 
manufacturer-specific software 
that technicians can access 
using a laptop computer. This 
proprietary7 software allows the 
technician to communicate with 
the track in real-time to evaluate 
the trucks recent performance, 
isolate the problem and make an 
accurate diagnosis.

TDCJ offender R. West 
currently works in the mechanical 
shop at the Wynne Unit. He has 
earned his 72 Automotive Service 
Excellency (ASE) certification, 
which classifies him as a medium 
and heavy truck technician, able 
to diagnose problems and service 
and repair diesel engines.

“We are responsible for 
everything, bumper-to-bumper. 
We do even thing from changing
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Experienced air 

conditioning 
and diesel 

mechanics are 
needed at the 
Wynne Unit 
Tire Shop 

[G1 status only)

Wynne 
Mechanical 
(GE status).
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Mechanics will 
work on heavy 
trucks, buses, 

trailers and 
refrigeration 

systems (GOG and 
609). On-the-Job 
Training (OJT) and 
ASE certifications 

are available. 
Come work in an 

environment that 
can increase your 
earning potential
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anullcmits should pp

send an 1-60 to 
the Wnrk and I

listing their 
custody status, 

qualifications and 
experience to be 
considered for 

jph placement at 
one of the above 

locations.
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William Hill, ECHO Staff

person I am now. If I can

J. Bradshaw, C. Hawkins and M. Green, led in-

The GlnHoer

attention. Admittedly, if I were a

I I

condition, the lamp appeared to be

I >

Joseph D. Kayne, Allred Unit
Finalist in Fiction, ECHO 2019 Writing Contest

ministers and is based on the book “Good and An
gry: Redeeming Anger, Irritation, Complaining, 
and Bitterness,” by David Powlison.

A dayroom on a noisy close custody wing may not

possibly having existed for millennia 
upon various ocean-spanning vessels.

some < 
endeavor of restoration, backed by 
the sound of breakers on the beach.

A few swipes on the side of the lamp 
with a polishing rag was all it took.

depth class discussions weekly and assigned in-cell 
projects for each participant. Each participant was

»

For the next hour I listened while

told me in a letter, ‘All I hear about you doing 
is catching case after case, getting in fight after 
fight. When are you going to start listening to 
me?’ He just pulled back from me. When I get this 
certificate, I am going to send it to my dad. I am 
going to prove myself to him by my actions, not 
by my words. I am going to prove to him that I 
am making a concerted effort to stay out of trouble 
and trying to get out of here.”

“During the course of my incarceration, I have 
had more Use of Forces than I have had pancakes, 
and you know how often they feed pancakes’” said 
Walden. “Now look at me. I work as an SSI for 
Major Boyd. I’m out of my cell sweeping the runs.
If it wasn’t for Mr. Eddie, the field ministers and is Rowing men to learn to deal with anger in 
this program, 1 would still be jacking the slot and 
dashing the laws and running the team.”

selected eight incarcerated individuals ancj Be prepared to share their thoughts with the 
class.

“We didn’t expect homework, but that just shows 
how much they care,” participant Walden said. 
“They could have simply come in here and spoke 
for a couple of minutes and then left, but they did 
not do that. They actually took the time to prepare 
homework assignments for us, and when we came 
back the next week, they asked, ‘Where is your 
homework? Did you do your homework? Now read 
your homework to the entire class!’ It showed me

The program works for many of the men. The

I pondered that last my can of Brasso, a toothbrush, and 
-------- : a polishing rag can’t take care of. ★
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“What do you mean, undo? Are you have removed? tarnished and in need of a thorough
a genie or something?” I asked. I have no idea how long we sat cleaning. Well, I thought nothing

“Hey! Do I look like Barbara in silence as’;-’ 1 ” • 1 •
Eden? Give me a break! I suppose question. The reverie of the moment

Good &Angry program
Wynne anger management helps improve 
conduct, custody classification

z J?
1 /

IpJr

« „orhe sand was warm beneath The lamp vibrated and jostled like the “or something” might be 
an old Peterbilt starting up, belched accurate, though. No, I don’t grant

i a

“So, what exactly do you do then?” 
“Not ‘do’ son. ‘Undo.’ I’m the

‘once a Marine always a Marine.” So, 
armed with my trusty can of Brasso, few breaths of that salty sea air! The might be altered 
a toothbrush, a few old rags and opportunities to do so are few and far expunging of my regret? Which

elbow grease, I began a noble between. So, what can I undo for you?” of all my regrets would I choose to cient symbols and markings. It

was shattered by my abrupt remark: 
“Man! I regret ever finding that old 
oil lamp on the beach.”

The sand was warm beneath my 
feet and moist from the tropical surf. 

____________ ____ It was a flicker of sunlight reflected 
A good and thorough cleaning be called out anymore!” He spoke the UNDOER explained, with ap- C)b' tbe obJect almost buried in the 

would be the first priority. It would from a mouth well hidden behind propriate warnings, the possible sand caught my attention. 1 
have been difficult to find a Marine 
without a can of Brasso in his gear and seagull’s nest. in the elimination of just one regret.

n “Always an exhilaration to grab a How many others’ lives and futures
or affected by the be a medallion of curious work- 

one manship on a gold chain with an-
was 

tarnished and in need of a thorough

be Wynne Unit’s administration recently required to complete homework during the week
■ f 1 ‘

from the G5 population to participate
-JL in an innovative anger management 

program called the Good & Angry program. It 
differs drastically from traditional forms of anger 
management by avoiding an impossible goal — 
never getting angiy — and instead providing tools 
to positively deal with anger. Facilitated by E. 
Harmon, a longtime volunteer chapel assistant who 
oversees the unit’s G4 and G5 ministries, the first 
Good & Angry program met for about two hours a 
week for 13 weeks.

The program was supported by Wynne Unit field tba^ diey ready cared.

Wynne Unit classification committee promoted Clnnd nn/l A HOFV 
before the conclusion ofthe 13-week course, due „ M MA” 'U

be a typical commencement setting/but for the in- in large part to a noticeable improvement in be- participants dCSCrihP 
augural graduates of the Good & Angiy program, havior. In order to allow the entire class to grad- 
it was familiar. Each participant has spent many uate together, the field ministers continued their M b
years on close custody due to his mismanagement lessons with those residents on the medium custo- 
of past anger issues. Ihe atmosphere inside the dy cellblock by assigning supplemental homework Wyme Uni,
small. simple room was festive and jubilant as par- from additional course material.
ticipants greeted Harmon and field ministers with 
smiles and handshakes. These men were chosen to

gressive behavior because officials saw each had the 
potential to change for the better — even when they 
did not recognize it in themselves.

“Mr. Eddie came to my door one day and 
announced he was starting an 
anger management class back here 
and asked if I would be interested DURING THE COURSE OF

' ' —  ing disruptive happened

THEY FEED PANCAKES! on/ ' " "
to be there. 1 was able to help 

=Bsasssssi^=iSSS=EsaiS= cajm ^e situation because 1 
sometimes it is easier when one is on the outside

my feet and moist from the 
tropical surf. The beach out a plume of black smoke, and just wishes. In fact, there have been ;

JL. seemed to stretch endlessly as quickly became inert once again, few of those that I’ve had to undo, 
in both directions with the usual When the smoke cleared, an old salt 
collection of shells, seaweed and who looked to be about as ancient as 
flotsam washed ashore from various the lamp itself, sat on the porch steps ‘UNDOER,’ which is the acronym for 
parts of the world. facing the beach. He wore frayed and Undisputed Nonpartisan Destroyer

It was only a flicker of sunlight faded trousers, the color of some of Eclectic Regrets. It’s my job to 
reflected off the object mostly long-forgotten contrivance and cut off eliminate the one regret of your 
buried in the sand that caught my at mid-calf. His upper torso sported choosing. Not the same thing as a 

a vest which very well could have wish exactly, though my services have 
cat, curiosity would have claimed been pieced together from Egyptian been required when some rookie 
my life a long time ago. mummy wrappings. Barefooted, genie responds to someone who

Exhumation revealed the object he sat on my steps gazing out at the wishes that they had not made such 
to be an oil lamp of ancient origin, ocean in silence. and such mistake. See, something

I spoke first and hesitantly, like that fits the criteria of a regret.
“Hello?” being more of a question And before you speak the regret you 

Although centuries past pristine than a greeting. want eliminated, you need to frilly
“Man! How good it feels to be out understand the parameters within 

capable of functioning according to of that thing for a while again. I was which I operate, 
its original design and purpose. beginning to think I might never

l \y ■ - u
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Taking control: 
Good and Angry 

participants describe 
new outlook 

.
Participants in the Good & Angry program said, l^antS °^the wHnne ^nits maugu-

i j •. .i • i- f as they began to recognize the difference the class ^rihpd tn Thp Ft^rn uihat^thnu
hlSt^ T was makinS in their lives’ they be§an t0 hold one the Xs und ho

another accountable and show support for the the wan then do their tinteOrininnl’h, hJhwere
other men in the class. They even began to refer to hn
them as their “brothers.” bX X —IdtnC^

“I can remember at least status due to a noticeable improvement in their 
three times when participants nttitnrlPQ nnA 
Kimmel, Walden and Bishop 
Will tell ycu that I was hke a _
proverbial fly on the wall, I would I ike to thank Mr. Eddie and field ministers
T Evans said “Anytime Bradshaw, Hawkins and Green for working withi nnr anopr Mv v life I kava c+m.rrrrloJ niK 

, V \ , aneer I have always reacted withonFthinkfiijy
the wing, 1 just happened ^er’ 1 have alwa>s reac^d t^mg

hurt especiall^^ v^d^ cou av^
anger is just ^emotion^feelinT thlt’one can 

overcome and control Wqikp If not ™nfrrJlo/I 

othe^and o 3 1 d B t tiT ^h th^

However, participants acknowledge their the worst sinners of all full of n d°h T °d6 °d 
previous anger issues sometimes keep others from nercenntinn tn th i ’.i u a F1

-- - ■ anyone is in dins'', h’e is^ new CTeation- old things
“Some of the other guys on my cellblock asked tiave passed away- behold all things have become

me, ‘How are you going to tell me wfrat to do new” (2 Corinthians f;- 17 NKTV1 Therefore I--—... — ------ ------ . JrTz” t5; 7 a 1; lherefo’«; ‘
“itoidih^

to look at the person I used to be but look at the things before I overreact, because through Christ 
person I am now. If I can change, then almost everything is possible, and nothing is impossible
anyone can change. There are some people who [.vavnt, 
want to live in anger; 1 was once that way myself.
I have caught extra time for this and extra time bince takin§this 
for that, and my family finally said, ‘You love the Xd m th^^nLT T
penitentiary more than you love us!’ Sadly, for a Si
long time, that was true. XreXaflon thm Xr exfsriTn LX AXT 

The Wynne Unit anger management program i ? eacn oi us ine
anferYnn cl^rh^ yOa channeJ.that

positive manner rather than continuing to engage “^Z^Tb^sZsab!nefteder™Xea 
in the same negative activities that resulted m their • ont1nnk on thp pmnHnnn]

If the participants thought the class would assignment to close custody. m
simply be an opportunity to get out of cells for a “I just believe that when opportunities channel my anger towards something p d cf ' —
few hours a week to sit in the dayroom to talk to are given to these men, they will rise to the to use mv anger as a tool to do something msX
friends, they quickly discovered otherwise. Three occasion, Harmon said. “If given positive
of the field ministers assigned to the Wynne Unit, feedback from these actions, they can grow that fuels me can be used for either good or bad ★
J. Bradshaw, C. Hawkins and M. Green, led in- tremendously in character.” ★

propriate warnings, the possible sand tbat caught my attention. 1 
a chest-length beard resembling a far-reaching implications involved stopped. Whoa! Was this ever a deja- 

vu moment or what?
Exhumation revealed the object

r* ■

a shot, but it’s not going to work,’” 
said M. 1 
negative mindset that had to 
change before real progress could 
be made.

After an opening prayer and group songs, 
participants spoke about what the course meant to looking in rather than being in the middle of it. N ow \
each of them personally and noted how their anger I know that I can help others who are struggling 
issues affected not only in their lives but also the with the same things that I used to struggle with of'] 
lives of their loved ones. and that they can help me.” ,

“My dad stopped writing to me because I wasn’t However, participants acknowledge their the worsUiimersoTfdrfrir1!*' dhT
listening to anything he was trying to tell me,” said previous anger issues sometimes keep others from _ ____ „ Ju f.?T ange^ a rea andr
R. Bishop, a Good & Angry program graduate. “He understanding participants’ changed behaviors.

Some of the other guys on my cellblock asked toe‘pa^dawav:’tel 
. __ ___ __ :___________ - ” y< Uc

when you were someone who was in trouble 
every single day?’” Walden said. ‘
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found to contribute to ongoing trafficking and trading alerted cn du ring the searches,” Davis sail

I

UhESCliT

cally. Like a coffee bean, 1 changed myself from with
in and the world around me.

My father was correct, too. Since making parole in 
2015,1 graduated from Lamar University, with a mas
ter’s in criminal justice. Graduating with my master’s 
was made even sweeter, because I graduated exactly 
10 years to the day that I was sentenced to life in Dal
las County. Ten years, and 1 had gone from the lowest 
part of the criminal justice system to being certified to

narcotics and synthetic marijuana on visitors 
entering facilities. Searches on staff have already 
been implemented

one - not even the State of Texas - could 
take away your education?

I remember thinking he was delusional. 
There I was, serving a life semence an the

diat having a felony is not the end of the world.
If you will commit your life to being part of the 

solution instead of part of the problem, then you

PRE

nr lt r?1 HE
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problems, thus limitations on incoming photographs 
are needed.”

Davis said TDCJ receives large numbers of individual 
photos which must be inspected by mail personnel. 
A sheet of plain white paper may have multiple

chance to ask her my question.
“I know you’ve reviewed thousands of files, so you 

may not even remember mine. But, how did you de
cide to take a chance on me and vote for my first 
parole with a 65-year sentence?”

She told me she honestly did not remember my 
file, but she knew from my story that I had a great 
support system, had adjusted to the institution well, 
was genuinely sorry' for the things I had done and 
was unlikely to reoffend because 1 got into a pro
gram of recovery.

“You talked about your parole packet in your

F I

. IW I 1
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11
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‘You’ll be teaching a class called Prisons in Amer
ica,” he said.

My jaw dropped to the floor. “Dr. Cavanaugh,” 
I said, “if teach a class about prison, I’m going to 
teach it from the perspective of someone who did 
time. It will be a completely different perspective 
than every prison class being taught in America.”

‘That’s exactly w’hat we want,” he assured me, smiling.
On Jan. 15, 2020, 1 began teaching and am 

known tc my students as Professor West. The first 
teach criminal justice at any school in America. Since sentence they aeard from me is, “Your past does 
teaching criminal justice was a dream of mine, I would not define you!” 
have to find a school to take a chance on me.

I would net wait long.
In August, I was contacted by former parole com

missioner Lynn Ruzicka. Mrs. Ruzicka retired from 
parole a few years ago and is now an adjunct pro-
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New Security Precaution Designators (SPDs)
SPDs are a means of communicating to staff 

members that a particular offender poses a specific 
risk factor because of their history . A new SPD for 
specific violations will be instituted March 1, which 
includes the following TDCJ disciplinary codes:
• 10.2 (possession of certain contraband)
• 12.0 (use or possession of narcotics)
• 12.1 (refusal to submit to a urinalysis)
• 16.0 (possession of cell phone or money)
Any offender who receives a conviction after March 

1 or any of the above cited codes will be given a 
Contraband(CB) indicator. TheCBindicatorwill enable 

■We are focusing our efforts on the deployment the unit administration, warden and classification to
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depositing money,” Davis said.
For further information:
New policy changes are described on rhe TDCJ

; at: https://wvvw.tdcj.texas.gov/news/ 
inspect2prc-ect.html ★

■te YOU A !W
COFFEE
BEAN ?

■ — 299fr ...... ....

-  ■ ; L „ _1 ’ „  ’ ‘ • recognize the risk with certain offenders, resulting in
search procedures. We are refining these processes housing and job assignment implications for those 
so we can have a sound correctional practice in place offenders, though the most crucial impact will be the 
to use the canines,” Davis said.

Procedures for searches of individuals entering the
facility will include:

received on colored, decorated, card stock, 
construction, linen or cotton paper will be 
denied.

• Letters sent to offenders may not contain 
substances such as perfume, stickers, lipstick, 
bodily fluids, powdery substances or artwork 
using paint, glitter, glue or tape.

• Offenders may not receive greeting cards of any kind.
“The key here is simple: plain white paper only,” 

Davis emphasized.
Correspondence may be sent to incarcerated 

individuals on white (rule line) notebook paper, white 
typing paper, white printer paper or any other sort of 
plain white paper. White paper may have color ink • 
printed on it, but colored or special textured paper 
is not acceptable. TDCJ also encourages the use of 
electronic messaging to help reduce the amount of 
contraband entering facilities.

There will also be a limit of ten (10) photos allowed 
per envelope. As an alternative, the J Pay service • 
provides the Snap n’ Send program which allows 
family and friends to send photos safely and securely 
on plain white paper.

“Individual photographs will be placed under
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PRISON TO PROFESSOR
“Your past does not define you!”
This is the message in which I end each of 

my presentations.
I remember the first time my father visit-

TheConeeBeanpMosophyislllusMedliythis
I mwalneaftheWynneUnirsEducaUtMiDeiianment.
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SMUGGLER OF HOPE
Last month, I donated 104 copies of my bocks, The 

Change Agent and The Coffee Bean, tc Windham 
School District. They are putting copies of each in ev
ery prison library in TDCJ. I hope my books find those 
who are looking for a roadmap to navigate life.

It is my intention to smuggle hope to y’all in each edi
tion of The Echo. I want my stories to be proof mat you 

 can and should have dreams, that you can have a life in
itive everywhere around the prison, and always for taking the chance on me and ask her the question I prison and after prison, tha: rehabilitation works, and 
trying to help others.

So, are you a coffee bean?
had been wondering since 1 made parole in 2015.

We met in the parking lot of the UHD campus be
fore class. I actually gave her a hug instead of shak
ing her hand. As we walked to class, I told her of all will have to pinch yourself because your life will be- 
the things 1 had been doing in my life to take ad- come so good.
vantage of the amazing second chance her fateful 1 did not de all these amazing tilings going on in 
lead vote provided me four years ago. Then 1 got the my ijfe. «/ye all must have help along the way. I’m a 

drunk and drag addict with a life sentence. Recov
er}’ did these things for me because 1 surrendered to 
a Higher Power and w’orked The Steps. If you want 
what I’ve got (and I hope you do), then you are going 
to have to positively change your mindset and change 
the culture in your prison. Eveiything begins with a 
mindset change and every action is bom of thought.

You must stop looking at prison as a pun
ishment and start looking at prison as an 
opportunity to work on yourself 24 hours 

r r  _ a day, seven days a week. This is your 
book. Parcle packets helped me so much because chance to change your world and the world 
it allowed me to know the individuals incarcerated around you! ★

*

r

M’“. .
ber I had the opportunity to speak at a program at 
the Wynne Unit Warden Moore approached me af- o
terward to thank me for sharing my story. We had surrendered to my Higher Power and got out of the jng criminal justice classes to college"students, 
a great conversation about the power of the coffee way, just in time for the miracles to happen. In pris- 
bean message and put our heads together on how to on> I grew sc much spiritually, mentally and physi- 
make the message go even further.

We came up with a mural.
The mural on the wall of the Wynne Unit asks the 

existential question: Are you a coffee bean?
It is prcbably the most powerful mural I have ever 

seen in TDCJ. I hope every warden will put one up 
after I roll through their prison with this simple les
son about inner positivity that is changing lives all 
over the world.

In my last article, 1 shared with you the allegory 
of the carrot, rhe egg and the coffee bean. Imag
ine prison as a pot of boiling water and you must 
decide how to react: You can choose to be like the 
carrot and turn soft, allowing life and circum
stances to beat you down; carrots are sad, most
ly. Then there is the egg, which turns hard on the fessor of criminal justice at the University of Hous- 
inside; the eggs are mad, and their hearts become ton Downto wn. She contacted me after reading my 
hardened, like the yolk of a hard-boiled egg. Or, book, The Change Agent, and wanted to know if I 
you can be like a coffee bean, which changes the would be a guest lecturer in her class, 
pot of boiling water into a pot of coffee; coffee I jumped at the opportunity. It would be the first time I 
beans are the inmates you see smiling, being pos- could meet my lead voter, shake her hand, tell hertharks
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limitation of ways of depositing money.
“Offenders who have a CB designator wftl only be 

able to receive money in two ways: bank-to-bank
• Canines will be used strategically to detect transfer and money orders,” Davis said.

Comm issary accounts and money deposits
Only the 10 individuals who are listed on one’s 

Individuals the canine “alerts” on will not be approved visitation list, along with the 20 individuals 
allowed to visit any offender that visitation cy cle on one’s Offender Telephone Senice (OTS) list, may 
(i.e. weekend of the visit). If a certified narcotic deposit funds or make eCommDirect transactions, 
canine alerts on a child visitor, all adult visitors This results in a total of 30 people who can send 
accompanying the child will not be allowed to money to individual offenders.
visit any offender that visitation cycle. “As long as you are cn those lists, there will

• Incidents of alerts will be documented. A absolutely tc no problem for offenders to receive 
second alert, regardless of the time frame for money [from you] through the eight current ways of 
an individual, will result in removal from any' 
effender’s visitation list.

“Families and friends must make better choices 
stricter scrutiny,” Davis said. “Photographs have been and structure their behavior so they can avoid being website

Il
fl prison. He reminded me that, “No

Damon West, ECHO Contributor — Released

> INSPECTcontinued from page 1

“Changes in correspondence will strictly impact 
General Correspondence. However, lined and ruled 
stationary7 will still be permissible [for incoming  
correspondence] as well as cards bought on the photograpnic images on it and be mailed to offenders, 
commissary' and those made with approved 
commissary items,” Davis said. Search procedures

The revised offender mail procedures include the yhe agency is initiating new procedures related 
following changes: to searches of staff members and visitors entering a
• Offenders will only be allowed to receive unit. Canines trained to find narcotics and certified 

correspondence on standard white paper. Mail through the National Narcotic Canine Detection
Association will be used on units throughout the * 
system.

of canines throughout toe system to augment our

more than just v.iiat their file said. I’m guessing you 
had a good parole packet and the answers to my 
questions were in there,” she said.

I smiled. She was absolutely correct. My parole 
packet showed eveiy rehabilitative program in which 
I enrolled. I got involved in every7 positive program 1 
cculd in the chapel and the schoolhouse. In the end, 
my parole voter did look at my packet. I felt grateful 
to my mother for helping me p at it ail together.

After I spoke to Mrs. Ruzicka’s class, I was ap- 
cle last month that I’m going on a tour Mark Stiles Unit, not having any clue when 1 would proached by Dr. Michael Cavanaugh, from Uni-
of all 104 TDCJ prisons. I call it the get out, and this guy is talking about my bachelor’s versify of Houston Downtown’s criminal justice
Coffee Bean Prison Tour. In Novem- degree from University7 of North Texas. department. Dr. Cavanaugh said he enjoyed my

Thankfully, while in prison I got into a recovery presentation and wanted to know if 1 would like to
program and quit trying tc run things in my life. I p jt my master’s degree to work and begin teach-
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partnership with Gateway Church,

At the prison, I had friends who were

Prison Ministry’s faith-based pro-
They gripped hands, bowed their neighbor.” Why wouldn’t

communities and parenting, financial stewardship, to church; it’s about meeting them

Missing person
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Sudoku

Gateway Church’s prison campuses 
help inmates change the way they see themselves

it their prayer circle, where they prayed fathers and 
daily for each other and their families, their

was, but they too would eventually be 
released. I wondered how they would

their incarcerated fathers repaired.
The launch of our Coffield Campus

a 
problem exists. If one’s body continues 
to lose heat, involuntary shivers begin.

B 
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' were Roland’s pickup, 

pontoon boat and boat trailer. During the next three 
months Roland’s pickup was found deliberately burned in 
a rural area of Angelina County. Roland’s boat trailer was

was
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ships with men who helping the guys in my dorm. 1 helped i ’
are broken, forgotten some learn to read and write letters to through faith-based programs and

us with a tremendous opportunity to here to do both.
change lives and communities. As a church, we’re all about people,

As part of the Rehabilitation Pro- but it’s not just a Gateway thing. It’s 
Ministries to prepare inmates for grams Division of the Texas Depart- our faith that makes people our focus.

ment of Criminal Justice, Gateway As we continue to launch campuses in 
Prison Ministry’s faith-based pro- more Texas prisons, we’re reminded

fare and cope when they returned to a 
changed society and strained family re-

i A
__ KJgl

found abandoned in a National Forest in San Augustine County, and Roland’s boat 
located hidden under willow trees on l ake Sam Raybum. Pontoons on the boat had been 
shot, possibly in an attempt to sink the craft.

If you have any information regarding Harold Roland, please contact the TDCJ Crime 
Stoppers Office at P.O. Box 1855, Huntsville, TX 77342. TDCJ Crime Stoppers will pay 
from $50 upto $1,000 for information leading to the arrest, filing of charges or indictment 
of a person or persons who committed a felony crime or is a wanted fugitive. Crime 
Stoppers guarantees your anonymity.

... <......... .

Preparing for inclement weather:
Recognition of cold-related illness, injury

Editor’s Note: The following information was provided 
by TDCJ Risk Management.

first. Hypothermia, the severe or pro
longed loss of body heat, begins when 
a person’s body temperature falls be- 

frostbite, the freezing of body ^ow 95 degrees. Because the tempera
ture drop may be gradual, and an ear-. 1

7*____
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od, and to prepare them for life once 
their loved one is released.

“The Gateway Church Coffield Cam
pus runs like any other campus, with 
inmates senring as greeters and ush
ers and operating the sound, video and 
audio,” onStreetinsider.com said. “Ste
phen Wilson, an ex-offender who went 
to seminary school and has been min
istering in prisons for years, serves as 

the Gateway Coffield Cam
pus pastor.”

The article also said not all 
inmates can attend service 
regularly: ‘The 2,000 mini
mum-security offenders can 
attend each week. The me
dium-security offenders are 
only able to attend on special 
occasions, such as the No
vember launch service, and 
maximum-security offend
ers are not able to attend but 
receive materials from Gate
way including the church 
magazine, devotionals, and 
books like The Blessed Life 
by Pastor Robert Morris.”

Gateway Church is 
multi-campus church with 
six other locations across the 
Dallas/Fort Worth Metrop- 
lex and one location in Jack- 
son Hole, Wyoming. The 
church also added a second 
prison campus at the Estes 
Unit in Venus, Texas. A third 
church prison campus is 
planned for the Lindsey State 
Jail in Jacksboro in 2020.

According to Gateway 
Church’s website, the 
church was founded in 2000 
by Pastor Morris and is con
sidered to be “one church in 
many locations,” with more 
than 30,000 people attend
ing each weekend. ★

Q 

___
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Harold William “Bill” Roland
Harold William “Bill” Roland, a white male, was last seen 

in San Augustine County) Texas on July 21, 1997. Roland 
resided in Lufkin, Angelina County, but owned a lake house 
on Lake Sam Raybum. Roland told a witness he planned 

lldg > to go fishing. Roland’s wife reported him missing on the 
KW following morning. Also missing

which further lower the body’s de
fenses against cold.

Watch for the following symptoms 
of frostbite:

• cold, white and hard skin;
• pain;
• itching;
• loss of feeling in the affected 

area;
• spots or blotches on skin;
• swelling and blistering;
• skin becomes red and blotchy 

when warmed and
• tissue loss, depending on 

the severity of the frostbite.

Hypothermia
Hypothermia is a condition occur

ring when the body loses heat faster 
than the body can produce it. With the 
onset of this condition, blood vessels 
in the skin constrict (i.e., tighten) in an

Stephen Wilson, Contributor to The Dallas Morning News
Reprinted with Permission from The Dallas Morning News

Editor ’s Note: Stephen Wilson is the prison campuses pastor for Gateway Church, a multi-campus church with six locations in North Texas. He wrote this article 
for The Dallas Morning News and it was published online June 9, 2019. On this page The ECHO also presents related news concerning Gateway.

sons f 
families and

be and not what they’ve done so they serving much longer sentences thanj it a step further and planted a church if the offender’s family life or home 
inside the Coffield Unit, a maximum- environment is solidified, he becomes 
security prison in Anderson County, a better employee, and so on.
Every week, 500 men attend and According to the Criminal Justice 
serve during worship services at Trends report by Prison Fellowship, 
our Coffield Campus as well as the more than 1 million Americans are in
Sanders Estes prison in Venus, with carcerated. Through Gateway’s prison 
Gateway staff and volunteers serving ministry, we’ve seen marriages with in- 
and worshiping alongside them. carcerated spouses strengthened and 

We’re in prisons every week building relationships between children and 
relationships with men who are 
broken, forgotten and condemned. We 
teach them how to see themselves for has also prompted many families 
who they can be and not what they’ve who attend our church to, for the first 
done so they become leaders in their time, share their need for resources 
communities once they’re released, and support as loved ones of someone 
According to the Texas Department incarcerated. Sometimes these 
of Criminal Justice’s fiscal 2018 families just need someone to cry with 

_____________Statistical Report, more than 134,000 them. Sometimes the offender needs 
lationships and had to interact with peo- men and women are currently serving to hear someone say, “1 know you 
pie with commonly held biases toward time m lexas prisons, which presents messed up, but I still love you.” We’re 
offenders. This weighed heavily on me, 
and I wanted to do more for them.

After my release I started G3 Prison

9
4

become leaders in their communities 
once they’re released.

My first night in a Tarrant County 
jail. I sat on my bunk overwhelmed 
with fear. I didn’t know anyone who 
had ever been arrested or incarcerated, 
so I had no idea what to expect. I 
kept thinking about my kids, ages 18 
months, 4 and 6, whom I had kissed 
with a gut-wrenching goodbye. In 21 
days I would be transferred to a state 
prison to begin serving a two-year 
sentence for a crime 1 had committed 
several years before. I had decided to 
turn myself in after I started living a 
Christian life because I wanted to take 
responsibility for what I had done.

As that night crept along, I remained 
cautious and aware of my surround
ings. Soon 1 noticed a group of in
mates huddling in the comer of the 
dorm we shared. From what 1 had seen 
in the movies, 1 imagined they might 
be planning a hit on somebody, so I 
watched them closely and stayed alert. re-entry into society. I always say, 
Then they did something that shocked ‘Today’s offender is tomorrow’s 
me. They gripped hands, bowed their neighbor.” Why wouldn’t we want to gramming includes practical tools to the way we walk out our faith is to 
heads, and started to pray. They called teach them how to be better husbands, help offenders succeed upon re-en- walk alongside someone on his or her

so they return to tty. We focus on four areas: marriage journey. It’s not about getting people 
... J communities and parenting, financial stewardship, to church; it’s about meeting them 

I asked if I could join them and they different from when they went in? In spiritual development, and leadership where they are. ★

V A "TT e’re in prisons every welcomed me in. In that moment, I re- partnership with Gateway Church, development. While education and
B /W / week building relation- alized the way to show my faith was by we made nearly 495,000 connections job skills training play key roles in re-

ships with men who helping the guys in my dorm. 1 helped with inmates from 2010 to 2018 during the recidivism rate, the faith-
V are broken, forgotten some learn to read and write letters to through faith-based programs and based relational component creates

and condemned. We teach them how their children. outreach initiatives. the foundation that supports lasting
to see themselves for who they can At the prison, I had friends who were in November [2018I, Gateway took progress in those areas. For example,

I '
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Frostbite
Not only can wind chill cause a 

rapid body heat loss, it also can 
cause
tissues. Frostbite can occur in 15 
minutes or less at wind chill values fy symptom of hypothermia is mental 
of 18 below zero or lower. Offenders confusion, the victim may not know 
can be at an increased risk to frost
bite because of factors such as ex
haustion, hunger and dehydration, This reaction is the body’s way to pro

duce more heat and is usually the first 
real warning sign of hypothermia. Fur
ther heat loss produces speech difficul
ty, forgetfulness, loss of manual dexter
ity, collapse and finally death.

Some offenders can be at an in
creased risk to hypothermia if they 
have predisposing health conditions 
or take certain medications. Some 
of these conditions include cardio
vascular disease, diabetes, hyper
tension, poor physical condition, 
poor diet, and/or advanced age.

Watch for the following hypother
mia symptoms:

• confusion;
• drowsiness;
• slurred speech;
• a drop in blood pressure;
• shallow breathing; and
• a pinkish tint to the skin.

Report all incidents of 
attempt to conserve vital internal body cold-related illness to a staff 
heat, thus affecting the hands and feet member immediately. ★

Gateway Church founder Morris 
visits Coffield Unit chapel

offield Unit residents visit- weekly attendance at the Coffield 1 
■ 1 ing the chapel for a week- Unit Campus averages 400 people I
B ly Gateway Church service and* since its inception, been more r‘j

were surprised last August than a thousand decisions for Christ I 
to find the church’s founding senior have been reported at that site, 
pastor personally delivering his mes- Through Gateway, incarcerated in
sage of hope. dividuals can experience a regular

According to PRNewswire onStree- worship program and attend classes 
tinsider.com (Aug. 12, 2019), Pastor on discipleship, marriage and par- 
Robert Morris made a surprise visit enting, preparing for reentry into so- 
to the 439 men in attendance. He said cietY- Gateway also offers programs 
he was honored to minister to men ^or families of incarcerated individ- 
at the Gateway Church Coffield Cam- uals to help them through this peri
pus, finding them “welcoming and 
gracious.” The article said Morris was 
excited to share the message at Cof- 
field and with Gateway’s seven other 
church campus locations via the air
ways and a recorded message.

Gateway Church launched the Cof
field Campus in November 2018 to 
serve incarcerated men and their 
families. According to the article,

3 V
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onStreetinsider.com
tinsider.com
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Beto Unit WSD Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) 
machining graduates are: R. Gonzales, J. Wills, R. Perez 
and C. Humberto.
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WSD’s Johnston Unit HSE graduate are: T. McKinney, X. Aguilera, J. Bowman, 
A. Calvert, B. Montana, Y. Castillo, J. Flores, J. Galindo, C. Henderson, 
R. Williams, D. Lee, J. Tovar, J. Galyon, C Guevara, K. Curtis, J. Hoskins, 
A. Lane, R. Wooten C. Miller, E Lopez J. Silas, S. Owens, G. Carroll, C Gulley, 
M. Morris and D. Nations.
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Beto Unit WSD welding graduates are: K. Camp, J. Martinez, 
W. Shapland. C. Shaoin and A. Bailey.
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Robertson Unit Automotive Standard of Excellence (ASE) 
Auto G1 Maintenance & Repair graduates from WSD are; D. 
Davis, J. Garner and R. Stevens.
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Second regional PACT 
Conference set for 
March 14 in Dallas

Reentry

live in Dalia

Getting the message out, raising 
awareness

How it works
A partnership between TDCJ and the Windham

Approximately 8,ooo to 9,000 men leave prison and 
return to the Dallas-area every year, and One Man’s 
Treasure says it reaches about 1,500 of those recently 
released individuals. In a move to promote growth 
and solidarity, One Man’s Treasure has partnered 
with theTexas Workforce Commission (TWC), a state 
agency7 that provides employment opportunities to 
former TDCJ residents. This relationship will allow

or 1
also working to distribute applications through the 
WSD’s Changing Habits and Achieving New Goals 
to Empower Success (CHANGES) pre-release class,

One Man’s Treasure a good idea of an individual’s 
height, weight, and arm and leg length.

Accordingto One Man’sTreasure staff, theirgreatest

Those who benefit from One Man’s Treasure 
are not committed to attend any programs or

change the direction of their lives,” she says. “I went 
to the Beto Unit and witnessed that their change was 
real. This ministry is made up of people wrho believe 
that incarcerated individuals deserve a second 
chance. If we can play a small role in this process, 
then we are truly grateful.”

January 2020

> ONE MAN’S TREASURE continued from page 1

“One Man’s Treasure took away the worry' and 
pain of having to forage for quality7 clothes, providing 
dignity and confidence for a man attempting to gain 
entrance back into the workforce and society at large,” 
said one former TDCJ incarcerated individual. “I was 
blessed to be a recipient of their kindness.”

Dressing well is a way of learning about oneself 
while integrating and expressing one’s personality 
to the world. Yet, thousands of indigent men return 
from incarceration each year with limited support 
to help them reenter society. One Man’s Treasure 
cares about how formerly incarcerated men present 
themselves. Those without family or friends to 
provide support often go into transitional or 
alternative homes, and clothing becomes an expense 
they cannot easily afford.

“Many of these men have been incarcerated from 
10 to 20 or more years, and the world as they know 
it has changed dramatically. They do not have 
family or are returning to families who are unable 
to financially assist them in obtaining basic needs,” 
said One Man’s Treasure Executive Director Annette 
Jenkins, who has overseen the day-to-day operations 
of the organization since 2010. “Our focus at One 
Man’s Treasure is to address this critical need and 
work to rectify it.”

Between 2005 and the end of 2019, One Man’s 
Treasure had supplied clothes to 11,939 formerly 
incarcerated men, helping them feel confident, 
prepared for work and empowered to succeed. Guided 
by a roster of administrators and executive managers, 
One Man’s Treasure’s structure is like that of other 
nonprofit organizations. It includes a governing 
board of directors, the chief executive officer (CEO) 
and other business administrators, a site manager 
at the clothes closet, a clothing coordinator and 
community partners. An additional 150 volunteers

deliver doming 

number for use <

Sexual Assault Evidence Tracking System
House Bill 281 

Government Code 420.034
On Sept. 1,2019, the Texas Department of Public Safety implemented a statewide 
electronic tracking system to track the status of forensic medical kits at a health 
care facility, a law enforcement agency or at an accredited crime laboratory7.

This tracking system will:
• Track the status and location of each item of forensic evidence collected 

during a Sexual Assault investigation through various stages of the criminal 
justice process

• Allow entities involved in the handling of the evidence update and track the 
status and location of evidence

• Allow survivors to anonymously track or receive updates on the status of evidence.

How it works:
The healthcare facility/local hospital that conducts the forensic medical exam will 
provide the survivor with a Survivor Card 
containing the web address, a generic user 
ID and temporary password to access the 
status of the kit. The Survivor Card:

• Is plain and discreet
• Contains no identifying 

information
• Is the size of a business card
• Requires the password to be 

changed at first login

Survivor information:
• Track-Kit ( .) is a web-based system you can access 

at any time using any internet connection.
https://tx.track-ldt.us

• Seek the help of a trusted friend or family member to anonymously access 
the status of the kit and provide you with updates.

• If you have not received information pertaining to the forensic evidence and do 
not have family or friends to help, contact the PREA Ombudsman Office 
confidentially, in writing, to request a status check of the evidence collected.

Requesting status checks through PREA Ombudsman Office:
• Requests will not be accepted from anyone other than the victim of the 

alleged sexual assault.
• Requests must include your name, the date, time and location of the 

incident, along with the username and password 
from the Survivor Card received after the 
forensic exam.

• Responses from the PREA Ombudsman Office will 
ONLY be provided to the victim and no one else, 
including family and friends. ★

A hand-up, not a handout
According to Jenkins, One Man’s Treasure strives 

“to be hand-up, not a handout.” She added, “I have 
seen the changes in these men and the new paths they7

So, in a sense, the right kind of clothing can help 
re-make the man.. ★

• Las solicitudes deben incluir su nombre; fecha, 
hora y higar del incidente; y el nombre del usuario- 
user name y la contrasena-password en la Tarjeta de 
Sobreviviente recibida despues del examen forense.
• Las respuestas de la Oficina Ombudsman PREA 
seran JJNICAMENTE proporcionadas a la vfctima y a 
nadie mas, incluyendo familiares y amigos. ★

P.O. BOX 99
HUNTSVILLE, TX 77342-0099 
_____________________

El centre de atencion medica/hospital local que efectiia el examen medico 
forense propord onara al sobreviviente con una taijeta conteniendo 
la direccion electr6nica, una ID de usuario generica-user name y una 
contrasena temporal-password para tener acceso al estatus del kit. La 
information en la tarjeta es:
• Sencilla y discreta.
• No contiene information de identification.
• Es del tamano de una taijeta de negocios.
• Requiem que la contrasena sea cambiada al initiar la primera sesi6n.

Information de Sobreviviente:
• El Rastreo de Kit es un sistema basado en internet al que se puede acceder 

desde cualquier higar con una conexion 24/7 de internet en https:// 
tx.track-ldt.us.

• Buscar el apoyo de un amigo confiable o familiar para acceder de forma 
an6nima al estatus del kit y le proporcione con las actualizationes.

• Si listed no ha recibido information pertinente a la evidencia forense
Y hq tiene familia o amigos para ayudarlo, listed puede contactar 
confidencialmente la Oficina Ombudsman PREApor escrito, para 
solicitar una revisi6n del estatus de la evidencia recogida.

Solicitando revision del estatus a traves de la Oficina Ombudsman PERA:

• Solicitudes no seran, aceptadas de alguien que no sea la vfctima del 
presunto asalto sexual.

n 2020 the Texas Department of Criminal 
Justice (TDCJ) is holding its Public Awareness 
-Corrections Today (PACT) conferences in 
locations throughout the state, making it easier 

for people to attend this important communications 
event. The PACT Conference allows interested 
parties to meet agency staff, view presentations and 
ask questions about criminal justice in Texas.

Offenders’ families and advocates, community 
leaders, prison ministries, criminal justice volunteers 
and the general public are invited to join any PACT 
conference to discuss the TDCJ.

The second regional PACT conference will be held on 
Saturday, March 14 in Dallas, at the Gateway Church. 
The meeting will be held from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. with 
a one-hour independent lunch break for conference 
participants. Registration will take place onsite from 8 
to 8:30 a.m., with the event beginning at 8:30 a.m.

PACT conferences are coordinated by the TDCJ 
Ombudsman’s Office and there is no charge to 
attend. ★

“Everything is delivered to recipients,” Jenkins 
says. “They7 do not come to the clothes closet. We 
come to them.”

Sistema de Rastreo de Evidencia de Asalto Sexual
Proyecto de Ley 281

Codigo de Gobiemo 420.034
En Sept. 1,2019, el Departamento de Seguridad Publica implemento en todo 
el estado, un sistema de seguimiento electronico para rastrear el estatus de los 
equipos medicos forenses en un centro de atencion medica, agenda de aplicaci6n 
de la ley, o en un laboratorio acreditado de la delincuentia.

Este sistema de seguimiento:
• Rastreara el estatus y ubication de cada articulo de evidencia forense 

recogida durante una investigation por Asalto Sexual a traves de las 
diversas etapas del proceso de justicia penal,

• Permitira a las entidades involucradas en el manejo de la evidencia 
actualizar y dar seguimiento al estatus y a la ubication de evidencia, y

• Permitira a los sobrevivientes para que anonimamente den seguimiento o 
reciban actualizationes del estatus de evidencia.

Aqui es como:

Iflt

Applications for One Man’s Treasure can 

be located through^ 

offices, WSD CHANGi

’junit chaplaincy 

classes, or unit

i / Applicani

Col fa. Rockwell, Denton,

in Zandt, Henderson, Ellis
fid /

t A male vi

7-10 days. The toll-free-Uy
>r release to verify your

application info is: 1.888.433.9826.

available from their unit’s chaplaincy department both parties to better inform those nearing parole or 
unit reentiy personnel. One Man’s Treasure is discharge about their services.

Raising awareness within the community about the 
challenges faced by incarcerated individuals is a step in 

as well as several transitional homes across North the right direction, and One Man’s Treasure is working 
Texas. The information on these applications gives to spread this message. The organization’s volunteers 

hope their work with TDCJ will raise awareness within 
the community and open the doors of opportunity for 

challenge is contacting those who are incarcerated. those who are reentering freeworld society.
Men may send in the clothing application, but it’s 
not a requirement, and the organization encourages 
those requesting clothing to use their toll-free 800 
number, which is 1.888.433.9826.

What you receive
“We have a saying here at One Man’s Treasure: if are taking, and it’s real. I am glad to be a part of this.’ 

share their time and effort with the nonprofit, and you wouldn’t let your husband walk out in it, then 
two-thirds of those are also responsible for delivering don’t give it to these guys,” Jenkins says, 
clothes to the men. The fortunate recipients of clothing are given

“There are 25 churches of all denominations that four to five shirts, two pairs of pants, one pair of 
support us in different ways, such as financially or shoes, three T-shirts, five pairs of socks and five 
in clothing drives,” Jenkins says. “All employees pairs of underwear. Work boots are not always 
at One Man’s Treasure are committed to fueling available, but staff at One Man’sTreasure will do 
innovation and spurring exciting new opportunities their best to help find a pair for those who ask. 
for offenders. We inspire clothes recipients to think Even a suit for job interviews can be found, if the 
bigger and bolder about their future.” right size is in stock. Winter wear like coats, hats

Jenkins’ involvement as a KAIROS volunteer on and gloves are distributed during cold months.
the Beto Unit in the TDCJ led to her belief that those “We have gotten so good at matching the
who were incarcerated really wanted to change and right sizes that I can recall only a few times over 
better their lives. She said she was greatly inspired by the years when we had to replace the clothes,” 
the Bible verse. “When I was naked, you clothed me; Jenkins says. “However, a volunteer can 
when I was hungry, you fed me.” She felt that God sometimes make all of the necessary7 alterations 
had touched her spirit and she set out on a course of or adjustments to achieve the perfect fit.’ 
vigorous action to shine love and light into the lives 
of incarcerated men. She saw that the men needed 
clothes when released from prison, and One Man’s classes, nor do they have to attend church to 
Treasure was formed. receive any clothes.

“Everybody who serves in One Man’s Treasure does ‘There are no fees to pay, no axes to grind, no 
it for the same reason: the belief that men can truly people to please, no lecture to endure,” Jenkins says.

Location
One Man’s Treasure has no storefront or 

brick-and-mortar shop. Clothes are collected 
at a clothes closet on ministry7 premises, which 
cover a considerable amount of space. One 
Man’s Treasure currently serves Dallas and 
surrounding areas such as Rockwall, Addison, 
Garland, Denton and Plano. After basic 

School District (WSD) supports the efforts of One introductions are made and the necessary size 
Man’s Treasure. The process begins when TDCJ information is shared, clothing is delivered to 
residents about to be released fill out an application, the recipient’s current residence.

https://tx.track-ldt.us
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in 1917 during World War I and
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of George Young, who had told going to be made. I had sold the rights 2006 and left an indelible mark on the Orphans would be a great movie

ragtag little orphan football players back
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to veto the bill, arguing, “This is just a new form of professionalism 
and a different way of converting students into employees,” (NCAA 
president Mark Emmert to the Indianapolis Star, quoted in the Oct. 
21-26, 2019 issue of Sports Illustrated). The sentiment is laughable 
considering that the NCAA is itself a multi-billion-dollar enterprise. 
Apparently, it is okay for the institutions, coaches and almost everyone 
else associated with college sports, except the ones who actually put 
their bodies and health on the line, to make money from college sports.

see. Everybody deserves a new day.
And, yes, I know precisely what the

Award for Worst Impersonation of an NFL Head Coach: 
Freddie Kitchens, the head coach of the Cleveland Browns, is the perfect 
example of the Peter Principle. The concept, taught in business management 
courses, explains that a person will continue to rise in an organization until 
they reach the level of their incompetence. Kitchens served as the team’s 
quarterbacks coach in 2018 before being promoted to offensive coordinator 
when then-head-coach Hue Jackson was fired. During the off-season, the 
organization promoted Kitchens to the position of head coach over more 
qualified candidates due, in large part, to a recommendation by the team’s 
starting quarterback, Mayfield. Unlike his quarterback who faced steep 
competition for his own ECHO-LADE award, Kitchens was the runaway 
winner in this category.

ECHO-LADES continued on pg.4 >

' /

SPORTS VIEW'

Award for Best Idea That’s Time Had Come: When the 
California senate passed Senate Bill 206, known as the Fair Pay to 
Play Act, they granted college athletes in the state the ability to receive 
compensation for the use of their name, image and likeness. Although 
the California law does not go into effect until January 2023, the 
legislation had an immediate impact on the world of collegiate athletics 
as it forced the National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) to 
promote their own version of the bill. The NCAA used its considerable 
influence in an attempt to convince California Governor Gavin Newsom

B Aw ard for Best Career Comeback: In a scene that many golf 
fans feared they would never see again, Eldrick “Tiger” Woods once again 
dominated the back nine of a course to win another major. For the first 
time in his Hall of Fame career, Woods had to battle from behind to win 
his fifth Masters Tournament title and 15th major championship. The good 
vibes generated from that victory seemed to invigorate him for the rest of 
the season as he took on the dual roles of captain/player in the year-end 
Presidents Cup where he went 3-0 in his matches and led the United States 
team to a win. Woods, the best golfer of his generation, has spent the past 
several years battling personal issues and injuries that prevented him from 
playing a full schedule of tournaments until the 2019 season.

» Award for Lifetime Achievement: After 82 career wins; Lindsey 
Vonn leaves the sport of Alpine skiing as the winningest female skier in the 
history of the sport. In an age when many competitors specialize in one 
discipline, she was determined not to be a one-trick pony. Vonn earned 
victories in all five Alpine disciplines: downhill, slalom, giant slalom, super 
G and the combined. In addition to her individual wins, she also topped the 
World Cup Tour’s overall season standings for three years in a row. Vonn 
was a three-time Olympic medalist, including a gold in the 2010 downhill. 
In 2018, she came back from a devastating knee injury so she could leave 
the sport on her own terms. In the end, Lindsey Vonn is one of the greatest 
and most determined athletes of her generation.

mater, the University of Alabama’s Crimson Tide 44-16 to win the National » Award for Worst Impersonation of an NFL Quarterback: 
Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA) National Championship game. 
Swinney, who attended the University of Alabama on a football scholarship 
and served as an assistant coach on the coaching staff of current Crimson 
Tide head coach Nick Saban before joining Clemson, defeated his mentor 
for the second time in three years. The 28-point deficit was the worst bowl
game loss suffered by a Saban-coached team in his legendary career.

» Award for Most Inspirational Season: The Washington 
Nationals, left for dead after a slow start to the season, rebounded to win 
the franchise’s first World Series title. The Nationals were able to reach the 
World Series despite being heavy underdogs in every series during their 
post-season run. Although it seemed everybody wanted to see the Houston 
Astros win it all again (including the umpires, judging from the horrific 
officiating that went against Washington); however, the Nationals would 
not be denied. The 2019 World Series became an instant classic as they 
defeated the heavily favored Astros four games to three in a historic series, 
in which the road team won every game.B Award for Best Pupil Surpasses Teacher Moment: Clemson

University Tigers’ head football coach Dabo Swinney defeated his alma

that 1 would never return to my level for each of us, regardless 
of misfortune and ill fate, 
there comes that pivotal 
moment in life when 
some magical turnaround

» Award for Most Dominant Team: The United States Women’s 
National Team’s (USWNT) run to the 2019 Federation Internationale 
de Football Association (FIFA) World Cup title was historic for several 
reasons. When the team defeated the Netherlands 2-0 in the final, it ended 
a dominating tournament in which the team never trailed in any match. 
The 2019 USWNT is the highest scoring team in World Cup history, with 
26 goals scored. In addition to the title, team captain Meghan Rapinoe left 
Paris with the Golden Boot (top scorer) and the Golden Ball (awarded to 
the tournament’s Most Valuable Player). The dominance extended to Head 
Coach Jill Ellis, as she became the first coach to win back-to-back women’s 
World Cup titles. Rapinoe’s post-score pose of arms spread wide and chin 
held high as if she were a real-life version of one of the marble statues of 
Greek goddesses in the Louvre triggered an onslaught of attention from 
the world’s media. The various expressions used to describe the team 
ranged from the upbeat “supremely confident,” “awesomely formidable,” 
to the downright rude assertions of “arrogant,” “ruthless,” “disgraceful” 
and even “villains.” Really! Does being better than everyone else in the 
world in a sport make you a villain? Whichever term is used to describe 
this remarkable group of competitors, make sure to include the honorific of 
back-to-back World Cup champs.

car that night and drove straight times bigger, every time they played 
to Fort Worth, waking up the next for nine straight years.

! The message of the story is to

‘Twelve Mighty Orphans’ 
becomes a Hollywood film

Jim Dent, Contributing Writer — Polunsky Unit

"’I 0 paraphrase wise American 
philosopher Forrest Gump, 
“Sports are like a box of choc- 

JL. olates. You never know7 what 
you’re gonna get.” Sports run the gamut 
from the sublime to the ridiculous, w-hich 
prompted us at The ECHO to create the 
ECHO-LADES, the newest (and dare I 
say, best) annual sports award, to praise 
athletic greatness and lampoon inepti
tude. In this issue, we announce the win
ners of the first-ever ECHO-LADES for 
the 2019 sports year:

» Award for Best Organization 
of the 21st Century: In 2019, the New 
England Patriots defeated the Los Angeles 
Rams 13-3 in Super Bowl L1I1. In an era 
that emphasizes explosive offenses, the 

Patriots’ ability to hold one of the league’s most potent attacks to only 
three points reinforces the genius of the team’s head coach Bill Belichick 
(more on this later). With six championships since the 2001 season, the 
Patriots have established themselves as the National Football League’s 
(NFL) standard of excellence. Even more remarkable is that they were 
able to win their latest title without any semblance of a scandal (unless 
you consider Patriots’ owner Robert Kraft’s arrest for allegedly soliciting 
prostitution in a Florida massage parlor a scandal).
® _ _ __ _ _ . -
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my best book were repurchased by a f
famous oilman out of Fort Worth by the I had determined the movie was never
name 1 " ~
me long ago of his interest in Twelve 10 years earlier and, like me, it needed a city and state. for every individual in the Texas
Mighty Orphans, the stoiy of a bunch of second chance - fast. The message of the story will Department of Criminal Justice to

About 9 p.m. that night, the officer resonate with everyone who sees it.
in the Depression who captured the in my pod dropped an email on my The head coach of the Mighty Mites
attention of an entire nation with their bunk. As I read it, I started jumping team had lost his eyesight in France story means to me. ★

of success in the book business.
When I got in trouble the second 

time, my story landed on the front 
page of the Dallas Morning News. 
The newspaper ran all my precious presents itself. Some call it w r r o
mug shots and employed thousands of luck, some a second chance. The trick an all-star cast that includes Luke Wil- offense to any level of football. He did 
words to recreate the sordid drinking is to recognize it, embrace it, and look son, Robert Duvall, and Martin Sheen, it simply because his players were too

ft 1 /

V | I / w A
■ “ ■
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j good shape when 1 went off

in 2015. Behind me were the broken recently in a letter that I received from

ike a lot of inmates, I didn’t grit, savvy, resilience and persistence to up and down on the mattress like a kid 
on a trampoline. The officer looked at promised God he would do something 
me as if I’d lost my mind, and then important with his life if he could just 

get his eyesight back. That debt was
The email from SMU journalism repaid a few years later when Rusty

TWELVE 
MIGHTY 
ORPHANS

TWR

chairman Tony Pederson Russell left a high-paying coaching 
said that Young and four in- job in Temple, Texas to coach at the 
vestors would fond the mov- orphanage for peanuts. That first 
ie that would be completed year, the Mighty Mites had no football 
sometime in 2019. It was a to practice with and only six leather 
reversal of fortune like I’d helmets. They practiced barefoot on a 
never experienced gravel field because the school could

Everything that Young afford shoes only half of the year.
had promised came off on The players were outweighed at least 
schedule. They completed 35 pounds per man. Russell was the 
filming in Nov. 2019, with first to introduce the spread passing

•• ___
lOatara Take two:

- Lila) AW

the Blue Bird headed south for the with such a fine cast. My sincere 
Big House. I just knew that my congratulations.” 
writing career was over in spite of Coming from Carlton was 
some successful books that placed like hearing it from Hemingway.
me on some notable bestseller lists, The news of my potential comeback 
including the New York Times.

events that got me back in this jam. upon it as day one. 1 was delighted to One of the executive producers, Mi- small to fight toe-to-toe with big boys
My New7 York publisher dropped me learn that Twelve Might Orphans, my chael DeLuca, has been nominated for from the big schools.
before I left county jail and boarded favorite of your books, will be filmed three Oscars. It took the Mighty Mites just

I happen to believe that the strength five years to win a Texas state 
of the movie is the story. Of course, championship in the highest division, 

almost I am biased since I wTote the book. I They went to the state semifinals three 
grasped the idea in Nov. 2005, when times in the 1930s and beat the Fort 
I was living in Houston. I jumped in Worth schools, which were at least ten 

had come a year earlier on Oct. 26,2018, the
Then, in the fall of 2018,1 caught the as I lie on my bunk at the Polunsky Unit, f

break of a lifetime. The movie rights to reading a book and feeling a bit sorry7 morning in the parking lot of the
for myself. Just a few months earlier, Masonic Home, the fabled orphanage believe in yourself even when hope 

that would operate from 1898 until is all that is left. Twelve Mighty

Although Mitch Trubisky of the Chicago Bears; Joe Flacco of the 
Denver Broncos and Kyle Allen of the Carolina Panthers made this a 
deep competition, the ECHO-LADE goes to Faker, oops I mean, Baker 
Mayfield. He was an easy choice for the award due to Mayfield’s inept play 
for the hapless Cleveland Browns during the 2019 NFL season. Mayfield, 
the top pick in the 2018 NFL draft, is better known for his abrasive 
personality and brash comments than he is for his play on the field of 
play. Although it may be premature to label the former Heisman trophy 
winner as a bust, he is well on his way to that ignominious designation. 
The polarizing player has already managed to achieve something no 
other quarterback has ever accomplished: during Mayfield’s first two 
seasons in the league, he has gotten three head coaches fired due to 
his unpredictable play. Even though “coaches fired” is not an official 
statistic kept by the NFL, that would seem to be a record.

leave my7 past life in very7 win against big odds.
good shape when I went off The significance of the movie v 
to prison for a second time coming to the big screen was laid out politely asked me to get down — fast.

pieces of sheer chaos. My friends and nationally acclaimed book 
family were blindsided by the tomadic author and good friend 
wind shift of my lifestyle. 1 knew there Carlton Stowers.
would be more consequences as the Stowers wrote: “It has 
years passed. I wzas almost certain long been my belief that


